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Is at the door
nance or by
medical fraternity.
Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with the.
Houston-McDeyitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and was chairman of that
board. He has been a steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staftfor three years.
He has been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and victpresident of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.
"These are the credentials Of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperson said,
"And they-belong to Crit Lowry;. .a man
who has freely given them to his
community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children, Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show Presented
The 'aueSt speaker of the 50th an-
niversary 'atiaMber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a ninelninute,
multi-screen slide show on the 'virtues
of Kentucky that was piesented in a,
recent tour by state leaders okEurope, -
to promote tourism and induStcy in
'Kentucky.
ian in Murray since 1933. vsas named as the 1976
of Commerce last night. Walter Apperson vice-
STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, named the 1976 "Citizen of the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovation by members of the chamber arthe 50th anniversary banquet last night.
- .
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 50th anniversary banquet last night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Jim Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tment of Public Information„ Staff Pffotos bv, David Hill
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History Of The Murray
Chamber Of Commerce
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
was organized and incorporated on
June 11, 1926 in a meeting at the
Calloway County Courthouse. Twenty-
one businessmen were present when
Max B. Hurt, T. 0. Baucum, T. Rafe
Jones and Warren S. Swann spoke of
the need of an organization to represent
business in the county. The meeting
was presided over by Marvin Wrather,
an officer at Murray State College.
At that 1926 meeting, Marvin Wrather
was elected President and Joe Lovett
was elected Vice-President. The
Directors were Harry Sledd, George
Hart, Elmus Beale, Warren Swann,
Luther Robertson, Robert (Duck)
Jones, T. 0. Baucum, Vernon Stub-
blefield, Prentice Holland and C. L.
Sharbrough. This fledgling
organization functioned as a fully
volunteer organization until June 18,
1934 when the Chamber was
reorganized and a paid Secretary was
named.
Under the new organizational plan,
Warren S. Swann was named President
and T. Q. Baucum Vice-President. The
Directors were Tremon Beale, Carl
(From the Minutes)
Frazee, Dr. C. H. Jones, C. L. Shar-
brough, Vernon Stubblefield, Foreman
Graham and Marvin Wrather. Fred
James was named the first Executive
Secretary at a salary of $15 per week.
On August 4, 1934, L. J. Hortin was
named part-time Executive Secretary
at a salary of $133.33 a month. The first
office of the Chamber was established
at that time, when quarters were rented
on the second floor of the Gatlin
Building at 4th and Main.
Warren S. Swann served as President
of the Chamber until his death in
February 1937. He was succeeded by
Dr. James H. Richmond, then
President of Murray State College. Dr.
Hortin resigned on October 6, 1937 and
again Fred James resumed the post of
part-time secretary at $15 a week.
On April 6, 1939, Paul Gholson was
named temporary Secretary and
served until May 6, 1939 when T. T.
Elkins of Bowling Green, KY, was
named the first full-time Executive
Secretary. Mrs. Price Lassiter was
named as the first Chamber
stenographer. She served until
December 31, 1941. Mr. Elkins resigned
on March 29, 1940.
Upon the resignation of T. T. Elkins,
Elmus Beale was named Executive
Secretary, and Martha Nell Lassiter
was named stenographer on January
15, 1942. During the ensuing years of
World War II, the Chamber was
operated with a skeleton crew, but
operated the entire period.
On March 1, 1945, the Chamber
resumed full-time operation and moved
to new offices on North Fourth Street,
adjacent to the Ledger & Times. This
time, the new organization took on an
air of permanence. Max B. Hurt was
named Executive Secretary and Madge
Patterson Parker was named Office
Secretary. Mr. Luther Robertson was
elected President. Throughout its
history, Mr. Robertson was to serve
nine years as President of the Cham-
ber.
Max B. Hurt resigned on March 5,
1948, to serve as Executive Vice-
President of the Woodmen of the World
in Omaha, Nebraska. The next
Executive Secretary was Paul Gholson,
Murray realtor and former temporary
Secretary. Mr. Gholson served until
February 6, 1953, when he was named
Personnel Director of Hayes Garment
Company.
The next Executive Secretary was
Jack M. Frost who served until
January 74, 1955. Mr. Frost's Office
Secretary was Mrs. James M. Lassiter,
who was acting Executive until August
1, 1956 when L. D. Miller, Jr. was
named Executive Secretary. Mrs.
Lassiter resigned on September 15, 1956
and was succeeded by Miss Kay Ray
When Miss Ray left, Mrs. Mason
Wilma) Billington was named Office
Secretary on January 27, 1958.
L. D. Miller resigned on January 1,
1960, to become Municipal Housing
Administrator of Murray.
On April 1, 1960, James L. Johnson
was named to succeed Mr. Miller as
Executive Secretary. He holds the post
today, and is listed as one of the deans
of Clamber Executives.
Mrs. Billington resigned on March 31,
1961 to take u position at the Bank of
Murray and was succeeded by Linda
Grugett Roach (Mrs. Donald). After 15
years, Mrs. Roach resigned to start her
family. On January 26, 1976, Leslie
Chapman (Mrs. Mark ) was named
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CHAMBER DIRECTORS—Members of the board of directors. Murray Chamber of Commerce include, at left,James L. Johnson, executive secretary Harry M. Sparks, president; David King, secretary to the board: A. W. Sim-mons, Jr.. treasurer H. E. Chrisman: and Jimmy Ford. At right are Leslie R. Chapman, office manager foe Dick, GuyBillington, Ed Shinners. Dave Dickson, and Bill Barker. Other members are Walter Apperson, vice-president Royalkain, Constantine Curris, and Dan Bod/.







































Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville,' Memphis and
the U.:8: Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and was chairman of that
board. He has been a steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has 'been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.
. "These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperson said,
"And they belong to Crit Lowry. .a man
who has freely given them to his
Community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children, Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show Presented
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show on the virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state, leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and -industry in
Kentucky.
ian in Murray since 195-3, was named as•the 1976
of Commerce last night. Walter Apperson Si(
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 30th anniversary banquet last nightat the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Jim Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tment of Public Information. Stan Photos bs Davod Hull
STANDING OVATION—Dr.C. C,,Lowry., named the 1976 "Citizen ot the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovatdin by members et the chamber at the 50th anniversary banquet last night.
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Chamber Represents People
( From A Speech By James L. Johnson, Chamber Executive Secretary)
Some form of organization ap-
parently is beneficial to all living
things. Seeds dropped together can
germinate and push through to the
surface, when a single embryonic
plant would be hopelessly imprisoned.
Wild animals live together in packs or
herds, knowing that in that way they
can better defend themselves. It
remained for man, however with his
ability to reason, and to benefit from
the experience of past generations; to
make the greatest use of organization.
Many reasons prompt people to band
together to secure the benefits of
organized effort. It may be to defend
themselves against a common enemy;
to enjoy the comforting pr.esence of
fellow creatures; for religious reasons;
or to make possible a higher standard
of living. Historically, the individual
has found that it is frequently to his
advantage to lose his identity within a
group in order to secure the benefits
which may be enjoyed only through a
combination of individuals working
together for a common purpose.
Thus, it is not surprising that early in
the history of business endeavors, it
was found expedient to organize those
engaged in the, trades for their mutual
protection and benefit.
The modern Chamber of Commerce
is an outgrowth of the early efforts of
business to organize, and it un-
doubtedly had its beginning in the fairs
and guilds of Medieval Europe. The
name was borrowed from the French,
having been applied first to an
association of merchants in the 5th
century. The first Chamber of Com-
merce in the United States was
organized in New York in 1768 — which
of course makes it the first and oldest
chapter in the United States.
Consistently since that time
Chambers of Commerce have become
more important and more numerous in
bdsiness affairs throughout the world.
The early Chamber of Commerce
was designed almost entirely as a trade
body. They were organized for the
protection of commerce in transit, for
the protection of market places, to
promote the sale of goods and to make
rules governing market places.
As a result of experience in com-
mercial organization work, and
because of changes that came in
business policies and methods, as well
as community needs, the Chamber of
Commerce felt some major develop-
ments about the beginning of the 20th
Lyn my.
The chambers acquired an outlook as
Community Organizations, which soon
overshadowed their basic commercial
design.
This emphasis upon community
development, embracing activities
designed to promote the growth of the
entire community • along commercial,
industrial and civic lines lifted the
opinion of the public about the
Chamber. Today practically every
progressive city has a Chamber of
Commerce, that has revamped their
organization structure to enable them
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The modern Chamber of Commerce
Is so organized that it can marshal the
community's resources of men and
money with little delay, to carry out the
worthwhile objectives.
Like all human institutions, the
Chambers of Commerce have had their
misconceptions and their mistakes.
They have not always been farsighted,
and frequently have been deficient in
their sense of state and national welfare
and its own solvency. There are those
who believe that anything and
everything which affects our com-
munity is within the field of the
,Chamber of. Commerce and should
properly be taken into their activities:
These enthusiastic visionariest intent
upon civic perfection, have frequently
lost sight of the fact that the Chamber
of Commerce, in spite of its ventures
into many other fields, is first of all a
medium through which the practical
judgement Is finuinenameu is brought to
bear upon community affairs.
Many other Chambers are merely
organizations of ballyhoo, whose
primary object seems to be spectacular
growth regardless of economic prin-
ciples.
Another reef upon which many
Chambers have floundered has been
the failure of its membership to realize
that the Chamber of Commerce in-
cludes all types of business, and that
the best interest of none of these groups
can be served if each tries to serve
itself to the detriment of the others.
It was and still is, difficult for many
to realize that each line of industry, or
business, or the professions, is in the .
Chamber of Commerce, sot for direct
benefits, aside from certain direct
services we render, — but for what it
could contribute in the way of brains
and energy to the broad community
situation; the condition of which spells
success or failure for any and all of the
participants.
Over and above all of these growing
pains, however, is the fact that the
Chamber of Commerce is essentially an
American institution, well supported by
a large segment of the business world,
and with a real record of devotions to
public welfare and of genuine
achievement to its credit.
The scope of the activities of the
Chamber 'of Commerce is so widely
varied that there is little wonder that
there are people and even members
who still seriously doubt if the Chamber
has any fundamentals. It is not sur-
prising-that the average-citizen-is-preae—
to interpret the purpose of the
organization in the light of his own
interests. One member will say that the
function of the Chamber of Commerce
is to boost the town, while anothA
thinks it is only to attract tourists, anT
still another will think that its only
function is to attract new industry.
Basically the Chamber of Commerce
has two primary functions:
1. It acts as the unified spokesman for
the business community and translates
into action the group thinking of its
constituency.
2. It renders specific services of a
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Organization...
rendered by a community organization,
both to its membership and to the
community as a whole.
Additional fundamentals should be
added in order that you may have a
more comprehensive understandingtf
what a Chamber of Commerce is. The
Chamber is a voluntary Organization
supported financially by business.
Some Chambers receive allotments
from tax funds, but the Chamber cd
Commerce has force and influence oily
when its membership is voluntarily
banded together in order to solve
common problems and capitalize upon
common opportunities.
Cities, like men, are highly com-
petitive, and the Chamber of Com-
merce is the agency through which the
strength of the community makes itself
felt.
--IYany tithes one person may find
himself faced with an insurmountable
problem, but through the efforts and
combined strength of its membership
may find the answer to be very simple.
The inter-relationship and inter-
dependence between the local Chamber
and the current of outside events, that
constitute our way of life is another
primary fundamental. While the
Chamber of Commerce is essentially
local in its scope, its activities are
markedly influenced by trends and
conditions far beyond our own com-
munity. The Chamber of Commerce
*and its directors must always keep a
broad perspective.
Turning to our own Chamber of
Commerce, we try to voice the opinion
of over 290 progressive businesses of
this community. We are organized in a
highly business-like manner, with just
as much attention given to finances as
your good business establishments. Our
time as well as our money must be
budgeted, so that the community will
realize the greatest profit from its
investment.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
was activated in 1926 and its voice of
influence ',1s risen and expanded in
direct rat: to the community's own
development. We sincerely hope, and
are working toward the end, that our
rise is really just beginning. With the
full cooperation of not only business,
but individuals themselves, we know
that our aim for a model community is
well within our reach. To anyone who
may have any doubts, we invite you to
open your eyes and look around you.
The Chamber of Commerce likes
Murray — and we hope you do too.
I know that many of you, have asked
yourself this question. How does the
Chamber of Commerce aid me? Or do I
really benefit from my investment in
the Chamber of Commerce? The an-
swers are many.. .and varied.., but
basically always the same. Yes, every
person in the community is vitally
affected by the action of the Chamber of
Commerce, almost every day. Here are
a few of the many functions that we
perform; In this area, tourist
promotion is a vital interest to every
person, because millions of dollars are
spent each year...and a great part of
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I the Univer- medical fraternity.
luated in 1940 Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
At UK he was 1952 in training as a surgeon in
fraternity, hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
smity council, the U. S. Army, and then moved to
nd Cross, the Murray and became affiliated with the
sternity. Dr. Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
▪ okPhi Beta In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
id Vanderbilt School Board, and was chairman of that
ved his doctor board. He has been a steward of the
3. In medical First United Methodist Church for
sident of his many years, and has served as
as a member chairman of the Murray-Calloway
the honorary County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of SurteOns, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.
irama, is set "These are the credentials of a
tudents in the 'Citizen of the Year,— Apperson said, -
id Theatre at "And they belong to Crit Lowry.. .a man
who has freely given them to his
duction is 8p. community. For this we honor him
tre located in tonight.",
Center on the Dr. 'Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
ge, "Picnic" children, Conielyn and Duane.













The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show °Abe virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
'to promote tourism and industry in
Kentucky.
ian in Murray since 1953, was named as the 1976
of Commerce last night. Walter Apperson. n e-
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 30th anniversary banquet last night at the "
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Pim Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tment of Public Information. . Staff Photos bv Davod Hull
SIANDING GIVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, named the 1976 "Citizen of the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovation by members of the chamber at the 50th anniversary banquet last night.
-
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The Chamber Organization
(Continued From Page 5)
that money is spent right here in
Murray. Since 1950 the retail sales of
Murray have increased more than 1,000
per cent. From slightly under 11 million
to over 172 million dollars in 1976. This
means that there was 111 million
dollars more money to go into pur-
chases, savings, and salaries. This is a
basic rise in the economic structure of
Calloway County.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
has been rated as one that is capable of
serving 100,000 population. This rating
is based upon services rendered,
executive qualifications, office ef-
ficiency, and proof of accomplishment.
I know that you will ask, just what
does the Chamber do...and just how do I
benefit from these services. This is a
fair question and should be answered.
Every person shares in the benefits of
the Chamber through better living
conditions, increased opportunity to
earn a living, better working con-
ditions, better educational facilities and
better government. These services
entail work in many areas by the
Chamber.. and entails the expenditure
of tremendous amounts of money_all
provided by business.
The businessman has no selfish
Enriche
unpreco
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motive-in his support of the Chamber,
other than he realiios that increased
potential, increases his chances to build
a bigger and better business, while
building a bigger and better community
for all the people.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
is recognized as one of the top tourist
promotion groups in the nation. This
has come about through a sustained
campaign of planning and promotion
covering a period of 25 years. A case is
the development of the Land Between
the Lakes Recreation Area. This idea
was born in the Murray Chamber, and
has been nurtured through its for-
mative years. This has entailed
fighting for every dime, fighting for fair
treatment of displaced people of the
area, and close coreration with the
federal groups involved in detailed
planning of the area to provide
maximum benefits. The potential of
this development is tremendous, in fact
it can be limited only by our ability to
foresee the needs of the future. Ken-
tucky Dam, was another of those future
projects that came into being against
great odds. We have another project
that is just as big...and just as difficult
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legislation has already been enacted.
Planning of another sort is the
planning of the city.. .and the county.
We must look forward to ten or twenty
years...and envision the growth, or the
regression of the community. I want to
emphatically point out, that growth will
not feed upon growth alone. That
growth does not come
automatically...that jobs will .not
provide themselves...that business can
not grow without a stimulus. In our
area, the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce and its committees are charged
with those responsibilities. They
present awesome problems...but they
also provide a challenge that is the
lifeblood of a community. If the com-
munity is willing to accept that.
responsibility. ..the community will
prosper. If not.. .the community will
wither and die.. .as almost 100 a year
are doing at the present time. There is
an ever increasing demand for a better
place to live, work and play. Those who
can offer it will win...and I feel sorry for
the losers.
A new aspect has been developed to
Chamber of Commerce work in recent
years that is both a compliment and a









upon the Chamber for sound
programming idea development. This
entails educational development, high-
way planning, tourist promotion, the
various proverty programs, federal
loans and grants, and many other parts
of a complex system of government.
The Chamber is being charged with
coordination of these many agencies
and programs. Quite frankly, the
Chamber was called in, as the
programs became bogged down in their
own sea of regulations.
The Chamber of Commerce has no
official authority, yet it is carefully
regulated by law. Its primary function
is to provide leadership that has been
proven beyond question to be sound and
unbiased.
We can provide this leadership only,
when we are able to assemble the
thinking of a great-cross section of the
population. This elected directorate
formulates the policy...my job is to
carry it out.
I hope that I have been able to convey
the message that the Chamber of
Conunerce—no longer represents only
business. ..but of necessity, represents
people working together toward a
common goal.
This scene from Murray Chamber
of Commerce files, shows part of the
ceremony at the freeing of the
Eggner's Ferry toll bridge in 1945. At
the left of the photo is Claude T.
Winslow, president of the Kentucky
Lake Association, who watches as
State Highway Commissioner I.
Stephen Watkins and Simeon E.
Wits, Governor of Kentucky (Center)
assist Mrs. Willis and their daughter in
clipping the ribbon as a symbol of a
more perfect union of the Purchase
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We salute you on a job well done. Our com-
munity has prospered greatly as a result of your
efforts.
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield



































As at the door
mance or by
medical fraternity.
Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and was chairman of that
board. He has been a steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the-
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.•
"These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperson said,
"And they belong to Crit Lowry...a man
who has freely given them to his
community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children, Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show Presented
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show on the virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and industry in
Kentucky.
an in Murray since 193 t, Was named as the 1976
of Commerce last night. Walter Apperson vice-
STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, named the 1976 "Citizen of the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovation by members of the thamber at the 50th anniversary bancrdet last night.
•
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 30th anniversary banquet last night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Iim Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentuciky Depar-
tment of Public Information. Staff Photos by Darld'Hill
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If you smoke, you'll bed'
interested.
Tests Verify Taste
In tests involving thousands
of smokers of filter cigarettes,
the majority reported
Phei,P Mo... Inc.
9 mg:'tat:' 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method.
Warning: The Surgeon. General Has Determined




MURRAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE — 50tb ANNIVERSARY SECTION
The downtown area has changed a great deal over the years as revealed by these photos of the north side of the
court square taken about 30 years apart.
MERITand MERIT MENTHOL
Lictittia lk.1116I.
Now smoke the cigarette.
MERIT.
Unprecedented flavor at 9 mg.
tar.
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MURRAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE — 50th ANNIVERSARY SECTION
Activities of The Chamber of 
Correrce since
110
Meeting on June 
21,1945.
May 17, Report 
rendered at regular 
monthlyA goodly rart of the first of the month 
ofJune was spent in 
rounding
up 
negotiations with the Tappan Stove corpany for 
location of a
factory in 
Murray. In the last week of 
contacts two key men and their
familids care to Murray and they were 
entertained 
throughout most -
of the week with a view to 






questf.ins and phone calls in 
connection with the final
/ 
decision of the factory 
officials has been given some time.
Your 
Secretary, on June 3rdy met with the 
Directors of he Dark
Tobacco Growers 
associat.t n in their regular sessicn and took up
the ratter of 
securing the Growers Bonded 
Warehouse as a 
possible
hous'ng plant for the 
International Shoe company or other-pros
lye 
factory. 




were made in this




coriVersation was carried on with the 
Internatton-
- 
al Shoe Company of 
St.Louis, in order to 






Tennessee Overall Company had three 
representatives call upon
ul looking toward 
establishrent of a fa%tory in Murray. We 
received
them with all 
possible 
courtesy and 
attention, showed them our town,
.,
carried them to the Tobacco 
warehouse 
belonging to the 
association,
told them the 
situation about the Stove factory and filed away their
very 
favorable 
reactions to Murray for future 
consideration. Mr.
Vernon Hale, who knew one of the men very weil, was of great assist-
ance in showfng them the to and it is felt that they went away
wise and 
possible.
Willing to keep us in mind after further 




meetings of 'the 
Kentucky Lake Assn.
With a view to keeping in toUeh with the Perk 
Developrent 
situation,
and -on laEt 
Tuesday, June .11, was elected a 
director of the Lake
Agsociation. In the same 
meeting, your own Vice 
President was elected
Vice 
President of the Lake 
Association.Correspondence and 
continued 
activity has been kept up /ooking '
toward getting rid of the scl'ub bull. On the night of June 1.C, the
DE-ry20g 
situation was gone over with the field ran of the ri/k plant
,
ing that the 
campaign is really getting 
results.
and the scrub bull 
campaign was 
reviewed and posted up to date. show-Freliminary-arrangerents for 
investigating the 
possibility of an
Airport have been made in recent days, and with the help of your
IIV itblic Developrent committee, your meeting tonight leads up to the
and Col. Al Near.
visit of person's Well versed in 







Reprinted here is an actual cops of the minutes reported to the Niurray Chamber board on June 21, 1945. Among
items reported that day was that the Tappaii Company had agreed to locate a manufacturing plant in MurraY.


































.its at the door
nance or by
medical fraternity.
Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and was chairman of that
board. He has been a steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress,
"These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperson said,
"And they belong to Crit Lowry.. .a man
who has freely given them to his
community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children, Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show Presented
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show on the virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and industry in
Kentucky.
an in Murray since 1951, was named as the 197b
of Commerce last night. Walter Apperson sic('-
•
STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, named the 1976 "Citizen of the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovation by members of the charnber at the 50th anniversary banquet last night.
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 50th anniversary banquet last night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest spfaker at the affair was hm Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tmcint of Public Information. Stiff Pitotos by. Div id Hill
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Today there's a way
cigarette without higl-
That's the report or
discovery called ̀ Enric






remarkable new MEM I.
If you smoke, you'll be
interested.
Tests Verify Taste
In, tests involving thousands
of smokers of filter cigarettes,
the majority reiSorted
Phtlip Morrill Inc. 1976





MURRAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE — 50th ANNIVERSARY SECTION






The Murray Chamber o
f Commerce .es 
organized on June 11. 
1926.
by • group of 
distinguished citizens of 
Calloway County, and 
although
there have been many
 rough years and 
three ware. plus., 
depression.
this organiZatien ha
s never wavered in i
ts determination to 
make
Murray and Calldday 
County an ideal place 
to live, work and 
ploy.
The adversity that 
we have faCad.hae 
increased and intensifi
ed
the effort to bring 
together the best of ou
r thinking and effor
t
toward developing our 
community as one we lov
e even sore each 
day. A
great part of this e
ffort has been put 
forth by newcomers to 
this
community who have l
earned to love it as 
such as we. Therefo
re. our
heartfelt gratitude mus
t be extended to all




s .We have so much 
to be thankful for.. 
so such hope for the 
future...
and so many things to 
do that we must not 
dwell spot the past 
for long.
Rather, we must face th
e future with even 
more-courage and determ
ine-
toot than we have sh
own before. This can 
only be done when every
one
joins together in ou
r common effort to b
e just a little b
etter than
our best competitor.
Tonight we celebrate 
our fifty years of 
progress with humili
ty
and pride; humility 
in that we know t
hat we could have do
ne better,
and pride in that we
 have accomplished 
so such. knowing tha
t our
accomplishments have been 
one of community 
support. Our community
must include all of 
the agencies that ha
ve worked with us so
 long and
faithfully.
Let we start our 
second half century 
with • pledge to our
 children.
that Murray and C
alloway County will 




Ot/.. tarri M. a 
, rest4nt
• L. Johns 
xecutive Secretary







Ed Wooers Dr. Coastaustimp Cirri*
Dr. Nervy Sparks David Mal
Darker Jaws Barris.*
Goy Dilliwpfea Dom Dos
A. W. Simmons, Jr.
Dr. Marry M. Sporks, President
Walter Apporma, Vice-President
David King, Board Secretary
Officers
A. W. Simmoas, Jr., Treasurer
James L Johnsen, Executive Secretary












"Otis.. of Ms Year" 
Own Moak 
MURRAY CHAMBI
THE VOICE OF BUSINESS WORM
Warning: The Surgeop General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
MER1Tand MERIT MENTHOL
glAJU. 1ct1C l....1c111110 Mit t8 k.,11k.J1.4811.
Now smoke the cigarette.
MERIT.
Unprecedented flavor at 9 mg.
tar.
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AT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
EN ANNIVERSARY BANQUET
November 29, 1976
 l'Alox B. Ilse
President, Murray-Calloway
County Industrial Foundation






















Inc nurray-Calloway County industrial Foundation was incorporatedas • d•Parteent of the nueray Chamber of Commerce in April, 1963, andfulfilled it. intended purpose many times sine& that date. The Indus-trial Foundation is the industrial financing division of the Chamber,with • separate but interlocking governing unit.
41ANNit three-hundred business people jolted together:. to buy stockin a corporation that could never retoiro their money, or • dividend,unless ph* corporation failed in 114 purpose.-- All who bought stockfully understood the arrangement, but willingly pledged over S160,030ko give us an industrial bast from which to operate.
At the present time, your Industrial Foundation has been usedmany times to aid and attract industry which supplies needed jobs forour people. IA spite of its mazy uses, the Foundation is worth farmore than the original stock, largely through increased value of indus-trial sites and investment of all unused caSh. We are in a positionto provide aid to industry.
The Industrial Foundation is owned by the stockholders, but pro-vides the impetus needed to make this a better community. For this we•re truly grateful to all.
Th. challenges of the future are welcomed by your IndustrialFoundation and all its officers and members. We are proud to be • part
Of murray and Calloway County.
Sincerely,
< 










Mix A. Hint, President
N. Glees Derek First Vice-President
Dr. Jams km, Second Vice-President
EBER OF COMMERCE







C. D. Vinsoo, Secretary
Melees Ellis, Treasurer



































ets at the door
mance or by
medical fraternity.
Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and was chairman of that
board. He has been a steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.
"These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperson said,
"And they belong to Crit Lowry'.-..a man
who has freely given them to his
community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children, Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show pretreated
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show on the virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and industry in
Kentucky.
an in Murray since 1911 14,1% named as the 19-h
of Commerce last night. Walter Apperson vi( e-
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 10th anniversary banquet last night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Om Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tment of Public Information. Staff Photos As. DavKI
- -
STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, named the 1976 "Citizen of the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovation by members of the chamber at the 50th anniversary banquet last night.
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That's the report oi
discovery called 'Enri






remarkable new MERt 1.
If you smoke, you'll be
interested.
. Tests Verify Taste
In tests involving thousands
of smokers of filter cigarettes,
the majority reported
9 mg 'tar' 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method.
e—Warn_ing:‘ The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Srfloking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
•or,
•
MURRAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE — 50t6 ANNIVERSARY SECTION
CHANGES AT MURRAY STATE—Many changes at Murray State University over the years are in evidelit e a.!hese
two aerial photos reveal. The upper photo, from Murray Chamber of Commerce files, was taken about 10 years
ago. The lower photo was taken only a few days ago by Murray Ledger & Times photographer David Hill. Oakhurst,
which stands out in the upper photo, is barely visible in the lower photo because of the many trees surrounding it.
MERITand MERIT MENTHOL
gouu laSLC Lla1111 lung enougn.
Now smoke the cigarette.
MERIT.
Unprecedented flavor at 9 mg.
tar.
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MAN Of THE HALF CENTURY—The late Dr. Ralph Woods, left, received the
Murray Chamber of Commerce's "Man of the Halt Century Award" from Max B.
Hurt. The Chamber annually names a "Citizen of the Year." Recipients of that
award since its inception in 1958 have been: Vern Kyle, 1958; Dr. Ralph Woods,
1959; Hon. Frank A. Stubblefield, 1960; Buford Hurt, 1961: Judge Robert 0. Miller,
1962; .Max B. Hurt, 1963; Hon. Holmes Ellis, 1964; lames E. Garrison, 1965; H. Glenn
Doran, 1966; Robert Moyer, 1967; Leonard Vaughn, 1968; Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
1969; Dr. A. H. Kopperud, 1970; Fred T. Schultz, 191'1; loe Dick, 1972; L. C. Enix,
1973; and Margaret Trevathan, 1974-75. This year's recipient of the "Citizen of the
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Losr,fry' spent the years from 1943 to
195)- in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and was chairman of that
board. He has been a steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman , of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been t, zone chair-
man, and is deputy director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.
"These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperson said,
"And they belong to Crit Lowry.. .a man
who has freely given them t.6 his
Community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty .Hamilton, and they have two
children, Conielyn and Duane.
Ohio, a senior




kets at the door
mance or b'Y
Slide Show Presented
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show on the virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and industry in
Kentucky.
-ian in Murray since 1951, was named as the 1976
of Commerce last night. Walter Apperson. e-
STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, narried the 1976 "Citizen of the Year" by Dye Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovation by members of the chamber at the 50th anniversary banquet last night.
.5_
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 50th anniversary banquet ast night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Jim Vernon, Commissioner of the KentuckS, Depar-
tment of Public Information. Stitt Photos bv Dabod Hill
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remarkable new MEAI I.
If you smoke, you'll be
interested.
Tests Verify Taste
In tests involving thousands
of smokers of filter cigarettes,
the majority reported
•
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MURRAY CHAMBER Of COMMERCE — 506 ANNIVERSARY SECTION
Shown here is a copy of the first brochure ever printed by the Murray Chamber of Commerce. This brochure was
first produced in the early 1930's.
"The Sun Shires Bright In My Old Kentucky Home"
AURORA DAM MEANS NEW DEAL
-.President Roosevelt's Vast Tennessee Valley project includes
this district. A $45,000,000 Power Dam is .expec.ed to be built
soon by the TVA near Murray, bringing cheap and efficient
power, land reclamation, opportunities for work, new industries,
social uplift, and a NEW DEAL.
"KEY" POSITION TO WHOLE U. S.
Murray and Calloway County are blessed with an equable
climate, many resources, and a "Key" position to the whole
United States—Tennessee to the South. Central Kentucky and
Virginia to the East, Illinois and Indiana to the. North, and Mis-
souri and Arkansas to the West. St. Louis, Mo.. Memphis and
Nashville, Tenn.: Louisville, Ky.; and Evansville. Ind., are all
"-within a few hours' drive of Murray. Six improved highWays
"- enter Murray from all points on the compass. Railroad, bus, and






MANY FARMING AND MINING PRODUCTS
The county is noted for its wide range of agricultutal ,pro-
ducts, tobacco, corn, cotton, wheat, fruit, berries, vegetables,
clover, hay, pas'urage, hogs, cattle, sheep. poultry. National
prominence has been achieved by Calloway farmers in tobacco
raising, dairying, and in other agricultural pursuits. Clay de-
posits, unexcelled anywhere in the world, are found in this re-
gion. Government and TVA geologists have reported an abun-
dance of ball, wad, and sagger clay, suitable for dinnerware,
sanitary ware, electrical porcelain, floor and wall tile, spark
plug porcelain, enameling Service, electrical and gas heating re-
fractories. grinding wheels, glass melting pots, kiln refractories of





© Philip 54 u'"' Inc 191.
9 mg: 'tar: 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method.
CHttLfruttiltawts. Iltir
Iliunthcr wtinwn








113 S. 4th 753-2835
flr.fte eon. too to 110000
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
CLASS "A" STATE COLLEGE
Here you will find the Class "A" 4-year Murray State
CoVege, granting five bachelor's degrees with liberal arts and
teaehers courses. The "Thoroughbreds,- Murray's football heroes,
last year won the S. I. A. A. championship. The debaters were
double champions of the Mid-South. The college plant is valued
at $1,500,000 with a yearly outlay of approximately $500,000.
About 2,000 students attend each year.
THRIVING SCHOOLS. CHURCHES, NEWSPAPER
In th? city are two modern high schools, two hospitals.
libraries, adequate telephone and telegraph systems, new
egage system, hard-surfaced streets, excellent business ana
dentist sections, a live-wire newspaper, thriving churches, and
a law-abiding, progressive citizenry. Murray is the county seat
of Calloway, centrally located in respect to the county as well







BEAUTIFUL SCENERY, HEALTHFUL CLIMATE
Streams for fishing, fields and woodlands for hunting and re-
creation, game preserVel, spots of scenic beauty—these are but a
few of the opportunities for"the nature lover.
Kentucky's climate, according to C. F. Marvin, Chief of the
United States Weather Bureau, is "as good as the best the coun-
try affords .-an -enviable mean between the extreme cold and
long winters of the Northern States and the equally long-heated
summers of those to the southward."
MURRAY IS BIRTHPLACE OF RADIO
Murray's claim that it is the "Birthplace of .Rsidicg' is sub-
stantiated by the World Almanac of 1934 anti other authoritative
books of facts.



















Our Chamber of Commerce
has an important job to do. We
must all work together to
make the next 50 years as







Got lowly for Spring
Build that Dream Home on Sugar Bay in the
Beautiful Sugar Creek Subdivision just 10
miles from Murroy Follow the signs to Irvin
Cobb Resort and you will see.our sign on this
nice Subdivision. Several choice waterfronts
still available Many choice inside lots hove
waterview Waterfronts from $8.100 Inside






























209 S. ith Si.
IL.P5.-* CA 16.,1101. t IL LL..7 L%.J5. LS b. A•
Now smoke the cigarette.
MERIT. •
Unprecedented flavor at 9 mg.
tar.
One of the lowest tar levels in
smoking today.
I
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MURRAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE — 50th ANNIVERSARY SECTION
BANK INTERIORS CHANGE—The interiors of the Bank of Murray (left, top and bottom) and Peoples Bank (right,
top and bottom), have changed considerably over the years. The man wearing the hat in the upper Bank of MurraY
photo is Frank Lancaster and the woman at right in the dark dress is Mrs. Lochie Hart. Identifiable in the Peoples
Bank photo Itoo) are, from right, W. G. Miller(behind cage), Wells Purdom, Sr., and4rnest Jones-
'ts time to pause, remember the post, look forward to
the future as you celebrate your
50th Anniversary
Murray Chamber of Commerce,
You Are Appreciated!








Murray Chamber of Commerce
J& S Oil Co. and
J & S Car Wash
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Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
-years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and was chairman of that
board. He has been a Steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.
"These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperson said,
"And they belong to Crit Lowry.. .a man
who has freely given them to his
community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children, Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show Presented
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niyersary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show on the virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and industry in
Kentucky.
cian in Murray since 1953, was named as the 1976
r of Commerce last night Walter Apperson, su
STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, named the 1976 "Citizen of the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovation by members of the chamber at\ the 30th anniversary banquet last night.
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 10th anniversary banquet last night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair yvas Jim Vernon. Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tment of Public Information. start Photo.. by Dayod Hull
—
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remarkable new MEI., A..
If you smoke, you'll be
interested.
Tests Verify Taste
In tests involving thousands
of smokers of filter cigarettes,
the majority reported
0 Phthp Morns Inc 1976
9 rng'iar'.O7mg. mcotine av per clgarette by FTC Method.
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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The Chamber of Commerce came
into existence to give expression to the
businessman's natural instinct to
irnpelb ve the market.. and the com-
munity of which he is a part. Otigbiaty,
its function was to protect commerce in
transit, in the market places, and to
promote the sale of goods.
Today, as a result of the dynamic
changes in our social and economic
order, Chambers of Commerce have
become community organizations.
Currently the successful Chamber of
Commerce is the one which recognizes
ALL the factors which affect the
volume of business in the community,
and adjusts its program accordingly.
A Chamber of Commerce is a
voluntary organization of the business
community. It unites business and
professional individuals and firms, thus
creating a central agency which lends
itself to improving business and
building a better community.
It must be understood that the
Chamber of Commerce is PEOPLE:
although these are predominantly the
members of the business community,
others are not necessarily excluded.
There is a place in the Chamber of
Commerce effort for all who share the
desire to improve the community and
the conditions under which business is
conducted. The Chamber of Commerce
organizes and directs the energies of
those who believe that a community
worth living in is a community worth
improving.
The Chamber of Commerce enables
these people to accomplish collectively
what no one of them could do in-
dividually. The strength of the
organization lies in attracting the
greatest number of individuals and
firms into membership, thereby
creating a pool of resources,
NATURAL AND HUMAN, from which
can be drawn ideas, energy, and
finances.
The major responsibility of the
Chamber of Commerce is the com-
munity's economic well-being. It works
to increase wealth and prosperity by
facilitating the growth of existing
businesses and fostering new ones. This
new wealth can be directed toward
establishing and improving civic,
educational and cultural facilities in
order to create the proper business
climate for attracting more business
And industry.
The Chamber of Commerce meets
this responsiblity in three steps;
1. It examines community needs to
determine what must be done to make
it a better place to live and do business.
2. It channels community resources
to the fulfillment of these needs.
3. It organizes and develops the
necessary leadership to guarantee that
the organization will become an ef-
fective force for expansion and im-
provement.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
is organized to serve Murray, Calloway
County and its surrounding trade
territory. In some instances, Chambers
are organized to serve a larger par-
ticular area. The statewide business
community is served by the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber
of Commerce of the United States is the
federation organized by the local and
State Chambers to serve the National
business community.
All the business and professional men
and women engaged in producing goods
and services can logically be expected
to support the Chamber of Commerce.
Companies, partnerships and cor-
porations- are members too, but these
organizations are made up of people. A
corporation in legal interpretation is A
person, but the "go-power" of the
Chamber of Commerce is actually,
human beings.
The term "business community"
refers, then to all categories of business
and to the professions. In terms of
membership, it means that the retailer,
wholesaler, manufacturer, automobile
dealer, banker, insurance man, doctor,
lawyer, dentist, architect or any in-
dividual from a recognized business or
profession can logically be expected to
look to the Chamber of Commerce as
the organization through which he will
promote and protect his stake in the
community.
It would be in order here to briefly
describe the organization of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce. Chambers are
organizations of two kinds; the cor-
porate form and the non-corporate
voluntary organization. The Murray
Chamber of Commerce is a cor-
poration, organized in 1926 under the
laws of the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky. As such, we assume full legal
responsibility for our actions and our
debts. The Corporate Charter and by-
laws govern the organization, and are
approved by the Secretary of State.
The governing body of the Chamber
of Commerce is the Board of Directors.
Its function is to determine policy. It is
the Chamber's legislative body. A clear
understanding must always exist
between the Board and management as
to what constitutes policy-making, and
what is administration. The Board
appoints the manager and approves
selection of department heads, but it
must always avoid interfering in
administrative detail. On the other
hand, the manager, although he may
and should recommend policy
whenever he thinks it needful, should
never initiate such policy without
Board approval.
The Board of Directors helps
determine and gives approval to the
program of work and authorizes special
activities. It is also responsible for the
organization's finances. It considers
and approves the general budget as
MERITarxi MERIT MENTHOL
From A Speech By James L. Johnson, Chamber Executive Secretary)
well as the appropriation of funds for
special purposes. A Board of Directors,
even though manned by the ablest men
of the community, can devote only
limited time to Chamber affairs. The
day-to-day operation of the Chamber is
the responsibility of the Executive
Secretary and his staff.
A Chamber of Commerce is made up
of and is designed to effectively
represent all segments of a community.
Its operation is necessarily based upon
the thinking and talents of the
representatives of these segment-
s its members.
Maximum benefits from the vast
energies available to the Chamber of
Commerce in the time and minds of its
members requires the appropriate use
and distribution of these talents. The
Committee system used by the Marray
Chamber of Commerce fulfills this
requirement.
Fundamentally, a committee is a
group of people who have been ap-
pointed to perform some particular job.
It functions only as a group and
requires basic free interchange of ideas
among its members.
The use of committees as an ad-
ministrative device has been and will
be used for thousands of years.
All activities of a progressive
Chamber of Commerce can be related,
directly or indirectly to economic
growth. Business can prosper only
when community conditions are
favorable, and favorable community
conditions can come only from suc-
cessful business operations.
Perhaps, the Murray Chamber of
Commerce has been founded upon a
broader base than most chambers, in
that a major part of the work load is of
necessity in the field of public service.
Being located in a dynamic university
center, the problems are in somewhat
different fields. We have developed
many ways in which we can serve the
people, other than the membership. We
offer a -housing rental service, and we
provide a job placement service, that is
not offered by any other Chamber that
we know of. In addition, we serve as the
source of navigation, topographic,
hydrological and highway maps. We
provide all possible information on
many subjects to University students,
to be used in classwork.
These services are offered as frosting
on the cake. Basically, our job remains
the same.. improving the community.
This improvement entails many
things, but first and foremost is the
attraction of new jobs through new
industry, expansion of present in-
dustry, increased tourist potential,
growth in commercial business and
increased rewards from agriculture.
In order to sell or improve a com-
munity, it is vitally neceqsaey that a
complete and up-to-date inventory of all
resources be on hand. This is a time-
consuming job. Our inventory of
community resources is compiled so as
to reflect the growth pattern of the past
ten years, and reflects the population
trends from the year 1870 to the
present. Our population estimates must
be made once a year, not every ten
years as is done by the census.
If we are to remain competitive in the
industry seeking game, our figures
must be accurate and up-to-date on
everything we submit. For that reason,
we print new Industrial Resources
Brochures every year and update to the
present every one we send out. This
brochure is a rather expensive piece of
printing. It must contain the answers to
all the questions that an industrial
prospect will ask.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
represents 289 businesses and
professional people. We always strive
to be absolutely sure that we represent
the collective thinking of this group.
The businessman has no selfish
motive in his support of the Chamber of
Commerce, other than he realizes that
increased potential, increases his
cahnces to build a bigger and better
business, while building a bigger and
better community for all the people.
To build a bigger and better com-
munity requires planning.. planning
that is unusual in that we must plan at
least twenty years ahead. We must
envision the growth or regression of the
community, and plan facilities for that
growth. This growth will not come
automatically, jobs will not provide
themselves, business cannot grow
without a stimulus.
I think that we have shown that the
Chamber of Commerce is a many
faceted organization.. one that must
vary its program to meet the ever-
changing times. The Chamber of
Commerce cannot function in a
vacuum... .it must have cooperation
from many other sources if it is to prove
to be an asset to its community.
The principal value of the Chamber of
Commerce, is its ability to marshall the
forces of a community.. .to establish the
gaols and see that they are met.
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Officers-and directors and the property committee of the Murray Chamber of Commerce in 1947 were bottom
row, left to right, Tremon Beale, Lutheii Robertson, George S. Hart, Guy Billington, H. T. Waldrop and A. B. Austin.
Middle row, A. F. Doran, F. H. Graham, John G. Ryan, Mason Ross, Dr. Hugh Houston, Harry J. Fenton and Ronald W.
Churchill. Back row, C. C. Farmer, A. G. Gibson, M. 0. Wrather, G. B. Scott and Max B. Hurt.
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Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr: Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, andwas chairman of that
board. He has been a steward-of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress. .
"These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperpn said,
"And they belong to Crit Lowry...a man
who has freely given them -to his
community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children. Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show Presented
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show on the virtues
of Kentucky thet was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and industry
Kentucky.
ician in Murray since 1951 was named as the 1976
-r of C ommerce last night. Walter Apperson. si«.-
STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, named the 19 76 "Citizen of the Year by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce; was given a, standing ovation by members of the chamber at the 50th anniversary banquet last night.
30TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 50th anniversary banquet last night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Jim Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tment of Public Information. Staff Photos bv Davod Huft
— 'be - —4















If you smoke, you'll be
interested.
Tests Verify Taste
In tests involving thousands
of smokers of filter cigarettes,
the majority reported'
iflj Isp Morro Inc I rrr, •
9 mg:'tar; 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method,
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Chamber's Program Of Work
Based Upon Three Criteria
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
program of work for 1976 and all years
is based onthree basic criteria.
They are economic growth, com-
munity betterment and a governmental
affairs program.
All activities of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce are related directly or
indirectly to economic growth. This
growth depends on two factors, the
ability of private, job-creating en-
terprises to operate at a sufficient
profit to permit them to expand; the
right combination of social, economic
and political conditions to enable
private business to prosper.
These factors are interdependent.
1 Business can prosper only when
community conditions are favorable,
and favorable community conditions
can come only from successful business
operations.
Basic to economic development is the
proper use of economic research, which
should be accurate and dependable
fact-finding. These facts must be
presented in an attractive, readable,
and clear fashion, . and should cover
population, employment, industrial
concentration, market availablity,
industrial facilities, financial con-
centration, public facilities, and
national position.
The best potential for economic
development is expansion of resisting
industry. The Murray Chamber of
Commerce shall make every effort to
develop a business climate that permits
this expansion.
A business climate appraisal should
include community progressiveness,
government, labor relations, people,
labor costs, community services and
facilities, social, cultural and
educational institutions, and business
citizenship.
The chamber of commerce and the
community must always keep in • rqUid
that an industry or business doeser4iot
go into any conununfty because the
community needs it or wants it, but
because it is economically feasible for
the industry or business to locate there.
Existing industry is the greatest
potential for industrial growth in any
community. The business climate
factors mentioned previously are in-
tended to help industry expand and
create new jobs. These factors must be
considered essential and primary in
importance, not only for attracting new
payrolls, but for growth of existing
industry and business.
For that reason, the Murray
Chamber of Commerce should be
certain that services needed by local
industry are available. If the Chamber
does -not provide - such services,
specialized, single-purpose agencies
may be created to provide them,
thereby minimizing the need for the
chamber of commerce, or industry
may look for better equipped com-
munities for expansion. Local services
will vary with local conditions, local
needs, local resources, local problems,
and local initiative. Nothing is more
conducive to membership support than
direct, measurable services to industry
and business. Theretore, these services
have the compounding effect of ex-
panding payrolls and building financial
support for the chamber. This, in turn,
enables the chamber to render broader
and more useful services.
To varying degrees the Murray
Chamber of Commerce engages in
three types of commercial activity,
retail, wholesale, and foreign. Retail
activities are a primary concern of
most chambers of commerce, while
wholesale trade interests seem to in-
crease in considerable ratio to the size
of the city. However, due to the great
auto business and popcorn business,
this rule does not apply in Calloway
County where wholesale interests are a
vital part of the commercial activity.
Foreign trade interests are usually
limited to port cities, but again, due to
popcorn and tobacco, this county is
vitally concerned with foreign trade.
Many conununitItos prosper without a
large industrial base. Murray and
Calloway County is one of them.
Instead the • agricultural economy,
tourism, commerce and education
combine to provide the impetus for
prosperity. In a community such as
ours, income from these sources must
be developed as a stimulus to other
income.
By providing leadership and
cooperation with other organization(_
the agricultural economy can be a
mainstay in the overall economy of the
,area.
Urban Development
Any economic growth program must
include an effort to increase sales of
consumer goods and consumer ser-
vices. This is termed as trade
promotion in general. Today's broader
concept of business stimulation in-
cludes a comprehensive program of
urban development. The temporary,
although spectacular, •erpedients in
the form of special stunts and gim-
micks to attract customers must be
examined closly to determine whether
they actually reflect increased sales.
They may be a manifestation of
deterioration and change that requires
more basic treatment than a publicity
promotion.
A much broader approach, suitable to
a community of Murray's size, is a well-
rounded urban development program.
This involves industrial and com-
mercial development, planning of
housing, transportation, municipal
facilities, zoning and other activities.
Each of these programs has a direct
bearing on production of goods and
services.
All of these factors make urban
development, in its broadest sense, an
economic growth activity, and the
chamber of commerce must make its
presence felt, if it is to retain its
competitive position.
Tour-istP-romotion and Retirement
The various community activities
that bring new money to Calloway
County contribute to economic growth.
A community of this size and
MERIT and MERIT MENTHOL
geographic location ciin stimulate
economic growth if it has facilities to
acconunodate the visitors to the area.
Direct mail requests and walk-in
requests for information on the area
must be, maintained at all times.
Twenty per cent of the total money
exchange in this area can be attributed
to tourism and retirement spending.
Community Betterment Programs
A generally accepted definition of the
work done by chambers of commerce is
-To make the community a better
place to live and make a living."
It is interesting to note that the
phrase better place to live occurs ahead
of making a living. Improving the
economic level of a community is a
basic function of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce. This might be considered
the meat and potatoes part of the
organization's program. . . basic,
fundamental, and essential. The
chamber activities under community
betterment might be considered to be
the salad and dessert. . . without which
the meat becomes much less palatable
and satisfying.
The modern American is much more
selective about where he will make his
home than his earlier counterpart. He
wants to settle in a place where he will
have a • good job, certainly, put in
America today he can get a job in many
communities. He is likely to settle in the
one whose appearance, civic pride,
schools, universities, and playgrounds
most appeal to him and his family.
Most business and professional
people have interest in making their
community attractive and happy.
However as individuals they cannot do
a great deal to bring this about. So they
turn to the chamber of commerce to
lead and coordinate community efforts
to accomplish their goals.
The Chamber of Commerce director
must know a great deal about a great
many things:" Among the many, one
field in particular has become
paramount over the past 30 years. That
is the field of government — local,
state, and national.
Government, more than any other
factor, now determines the climate that
fosters or hinders economic growth.
The decisions made in legislative
bodies, aj. any level, vastly concern the
members of the chamber of commerce
in their individual business judgements
and actions. The administrative
decisions of executives and boards, also
at every level of government, likewise
have increasingly greater effect.
Today, therefore, the Murray Chamber
of Commerce, which seeks to create
and maintain conditions that encourage
expansion of the economy in this
community, dares not neglect these
governmental considerations and
decisions.
Program of Work specifics for the
local chamber of commerce include
several areas:
New Industry—The Murray Chamber
of Commerce in cooperation with the
Murray Calloway
Murray-Calloway County Industrial
Foundation will pursue with vigor its
effors to attract new industry and jobs
to the community.
Aid To Local Industry — The Murray
Chamber of Commerce will continue its
program of working directly with all of
our local industry in problem solving
and expansion.
Agriculture — The Murray Chamber
of Commerce will work with and for all
agencies charged with the promotion of
agricultural production and sales.
Tourism— The Chamber will con-
tinue its . aggressive program of at-
tracting tourists in cooperation with the
Kentucky Western Waterlands and
other'agencies to increase the value of
the tourist program to the entire area.
City Improvement and County
Improvement — The Chamber of
Commerce will work with all gover-
nmental units to make the community a
better place to live and work.
Transparkation — The Chamber of
Commerce will aggressively seek the
, completion of U. S. 641 as a four lane
highway to eventually connect with
Interstate 24 near Benton. The
Organization shall also pursue a policy
of upgrading State Highways 68, 94 and
121. The Chamber shall continue its
efforts to four-lane 12th Street from the
north City Limits to Sycamore Street.
Legislation — The Chamber of
Commerce shall continue to seek
legislation favorable to the, area and
oppose legislation detrimental to
business and the community.
Free Enterprise — The Chamber of
Commerce shall continue to participate
in and cooperate with all agencies
teaching the fundamentals of free
enterprise and economic un-
derstanding.
Law Enforcement — The Chamber of
Commerce will continue its active
participation in crime prevention and
proper enforcement of the law.
Education — The Chamber of
Commerce shall endorse all proposals
and legislation that tend to enhance
our education system, from kin-
dergarten to university level. This
includes the establishment of a School
of Veterinary Medicine at Murray Stnte
University.
Trade — The Chamber of Commerce, '
M cooperation with the Retail Trade
Committee and other designated
agencies, will continue to promote
special ,days such as the Sidewalk Sale
or other ideas that might increase sales
both at the wholesale and retail level.
Communications — The Chamber of
Commerce will continue to provide a.
newsletter to its membership, prepare
and submit timely news releases of
importance and take every opportunity
to keep the membership and citizenry
fully informed of its operations.
Membership Development and
Retention — The Chamber of Com-
merce will work actively to promote an
understanding of the purpose of the
chamber, to solicit new members, to
maintain periodic contact with the
present members and seek suggestions
from the membership.
CONCLUSION
A Chamber of Commerce PROGRAM
OF WORK is just a plan of action,
designed to fulfill the obligation of the
organization. The PROGRAM OF
WORK is worthless unless im-
plemented. The Murray Chamber of
Commerce is dedicated to carrying out
the principles stated.
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The Murray Chamber of Commerce has been instrumental in bringing industry to the area since it was organized. -
In this photo from Chamber files, R. M. Lamb, general manager of the Murray Manufacturing Company (Tappan) lifts
the first shovel of dirt for the factory building. To his right are Max B. Hurt, the executive secretary of the chamber at
the time, A. L. Kipp, Don Snyder and Duane Buxton, plant engineers. To Lamb's left are Mayor George Hart, Luther
Robertson, then president of the chamber, Wallace Key, building construction supervisor, and D. L. Divelbiss,
general superintendent of the plant.
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Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon in
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated vigil the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and was chairman of that
board. He has been a steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been president, zone chair,
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.
"These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year,— Apperson said,
"And they belong to Crit Lowry. ..a man
who has freely given them to his
community. For this 'we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children. Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show Presented
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented.:-11 nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show On the virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and, industry in
Kentucky.
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STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C.. Lowry, named the 1976 "Citizen of the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a staadingovation by members of the chamber at the 50th anniversary banquet last night.
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commerce held its 50th anniversary banquet last night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Iim Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tmeniof Public Information. SiftPbotos by Da,ld 141l
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"Strike Up The Band"
The Hank of tfurrav has served and- supported the•Chamber of
Commerce .for .fiftv syears from the same Court Square hwation. -is
the Hank has progressed. so has Murray and Callowar County. lie
want to think that the Chamber of Commerce and the Hank of
llurrar have joined forces in filming an important role in this
growth and we look faiward with much excitement to the next .fiftv
rears.
Bank of Murray
9 mg!'tar:' 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method.
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking islIgigtrousiolour Health.
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D▪ RAGGING OPERATIONS—The Marshall County Rescue Squad is continuing dragging operations today for an
apparent suicide victim, according to Kentucky State Police. Authorities have tentatively identified the man, but
are withholding identification pending retrieval of the body. Police said the man, who they identified as being
from Murray, apparently left his car parked on the east side of the Eggner's Ferry Bridge on Kentucky Lake,
walked to the center of the bridge, and jumped off the south side. Witnesses saw him jump over the bridge, but
authorities said he would have landed in the main channel of the lake, and the deep water is hampering
recovery operations. Staff Photo by David Hill
Criminal Justice Conference To
Be Held At MSU On Wednesday
The sixth annual Kentucky Criminal
Justice Conference will get underway
Wednesday at 6 p. m. in room 208 of
Faculty Hall on the Murray State
Ulsivvv.ity campus.
Chairman for this year's conference,
which is being hosted by MSU, is Dr.
Frank Kodman, professor of
psychology and criminology at MSU.
Prof. Robert Whitten, director of the
division of criminology and corrections
at MSU is co-chairman for the event.
Keynote speaker for the conference
will be Dr. David Bland, commissioner
of the Kentucky Bureau of Corrections.
Dr. Bland, who will be introduced by
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and cold today and
tonight. High today in the mid to upper
20s. Low tonight in the upper teens to
low 20s. Partly cloudy and a little
warmer Wednesday, high in the mid to
upper 30s. Thursday partly cloudy and
cold.
MSU president Dr. Constantine ClIrriS,
will speak on "The Changing Role of
Corrections in the Kentucky Criminal
Justice System.''
Other speakers at the conference
include:
— Roger W. Perry, an attorney from
Benton;
— John Filiatreau, a journalist on
the staff of the Louisville Courier-
Journal;
— Robert A. Moll, director of in-
stitutional support services for the
Bureau of Corrections;
- Robert 0. Miller, Calloway County
Judge;
— Donald E. Bordenkircher,
superintendent of the Kentucky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville, and;
— Dr. Frank Kodman.
A highlight of the conference will be
the presentation of a Criminal Justice
Award to an individual who has made
an outstanding contribution to criminal
justice in Kentucky.
Agencies participating in the con-
ference in addition to MSU and the
Bureau of Corrections include: Pur-
chase Area Crime Council; Kentucky
Council on Crime and Delinquency;
Kentucky Association of Criminal
Justice Educators; Calloway County
Court; Kentucky office of Com-
monwealth Attorneys; Western- Ken-
tucky Psychological Association and
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GUEST SPEAKER—Jim Vernon, commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Public Information, was the guest
speaker at the 50th anniversary banquet of the Murray Chamber of Commerce last night. Vernon presented a
nine-minute slide show promoting tourism and industry in Kentucky.
C. C. Lowry Named
Citizen Of The Year
Dr. C. C. Lowry, a practicing
physician in Murray since 1953, was
named as the 1976 "Citizen of the Year"
by the Murray Chamber of Commerce
last night at its 50th anniversary
banquet.
Dr Lowry is a member of the Murray
City Council, and serves a mayor pro-
tein.. and is president of the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic organization.
In presenting the award, Chamber of
Commerce Vice-President Walter
Apperson said "This is the highest
honor that the membership of the
chamber can bestow upon any per-
son.. and the voting is from the heart.
This honor is an expression of ap-
preciation from all of the membership,
speaking in large part for the entire.
community."
Dr. Lowry was born in La Grange,
Ky. He grew up in Princeton, and
graduated from Butler High School as




A Calloway Circuit Court Jury found
Wanda Williams, of Calloway County,
guilty today of third degree assault in
connection with the shooting of her
husband earlier this year, according to
court records.
The jury deliberated just over an
hour this morning, before delivering
the guilty verdict, along with a
recommended six-month sentence in
the county jail.
Mrs. Williams was charged with first
degree assault in the March 6 shooting
of her husband, Ray Williams. The trial
was begun Monday in Circuit Court.
senior class. He attended the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and graduated in 1940
with a B. S. in chemistry. At UK he was
president of his social fraternity,
president of the interfraternity council,
and president of Lamp and Cross, the
men's senior honorary fraternity. Dr.
Lowry was also a member of Phi Beta
Kappa and ODK.
Dr. Lowry then entered Vanderbilt
Medical School and received his doctor
of medicine degree in 1943. In medical
school he served as president of his
medical fraternity and was a member




"Picnic," a three-act drama, is set
for production Dec. 7 by students in the
Department of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State University.
• Curtain time for the production is 8 p.
m. in the University Theatre located in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
campus.
Written by William Inge, "Picnic"
has won the Pulitzer Prize for its story
which revolves around a summer
romance set in western Kansas in the
1950's.
Larry Riter of Butler, Ohio, a senior
at Murray State University, is directing
the show as a partial fulfillment for
class requirement in SAT 519, a
Directed Individual Study in Acting and
Directing.
Admission is El for tickets at the door
the night of the performance or by
'season ticket.
medical fraternity.
Lowry spent the years from 1943 to
1952 in training as a surgeon ip
hospitals in Nashville, Memphis and
the U. S. Army, and then moved to
Murray and became affiliated with. the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
In Murray, Dr. Lowry has served ten
.years as a member of the Murray City
School Board, and waschairman of that
board. He has been a steward of the
First United Methodist Church for
many years, and has served as
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital staff for three years.
He has been president, zone chair-
man, and is deputy district director of
the local Lions Club. In addition, he has
served three years as a member of the
board of trustees and vice-president of
the Kentucky Medical Association.
Dr. Lowry is a member of the
American Board of Surgery, a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons, a
member of the Kentucky Surgical
Society, and the Southeastern Surgical
Congress.
"These are the credentials of a
'Citizen of the Year," Apperson said,
"And-they belong to Crit.LoWry...a than
who has freely given them to his
community. For this we honor him
tonight."
Dr. Lowry is married to the former
Betty Hamilton, and they have two
children, Conielyn and Duane.
Slide Show Presented
The guest speaker of the 50th an-
niversary chamber banquet was Jim
Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
Vernon presented a nine-minute,
multi-screen slide show on the virtues
of Kentucky that was presented in a
recent tour by state leaders of Europe,
to promote tourism and industry in
Kentucky. •
CITIZEN OF THE YEAR—Dr. C. C. Lowry, practicing physician in Murray since 1953. was named as the 1470
"Citizen (?f the Year" by members of the Murray Chamber of Commerce last night. Waiter Apperson, e'-
president of the chamber, made the presentation.
STANDING OVATION—Dr. C. C. Lowry, named the 19-6 "Citizen 01 the Year by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce, was given a standing ovation by members of the chamber at the 30th anniversary banquet last night.
50TH ANNIVERSARY—The Murray Chamber of Commeice held its 30th anniversary banquet last night at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Guest speaker at the affair was Jim Vernon, Commissioner of the Kentucky Depar-
tment of Public Information, Staff Photos by David Hill
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Golden Anniversary
Mr. and lIrs. liarler Bolen
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Bolen of 618 Broad St , Murray, will
celebrate their- golden wedding anniversa on Saturday,
December 4; with a reception at the Senior Citizens Com-
munity Center, Ellls-Drive, Murray.
The reception hours will be between two and four p. m. All
- relatives and friends are invited to attend. No invitations will
be sent.
The couple was married on December 3, 1926, at Brewers
with Bro. Harvey (Bud) Jones officiating. Floyd and Helen
Darnall Butler served as witnesses.
Mrs. Bolen, the former Myrtle Darnall, is the daughter of the
late Burd and Betty Thweatt Darnall of Marshall County. Mr.
Bolen is the son of the late Lee and Dillard Jones Bolen of
Calloway County..
Mr. and Mrs. Bolen are the parents of six children who are
tvim boys, -Jerry (deceased) and Jim of Sterling Heights,
Mich, Lee of 1507 Chaucer Drive, Murray, Betty Butler of
Murray Route Two, William J. Bolen of Benton, and Linda
Darlene Starks of Hardin.
Their thirteen grandchildren are Donna Kay Marshall
(deceased), James Mark Bolen, Vicki Overby, Renee Bolen,
Ross Lee Bolen, Randy Butler, Michael Butler, Gary Butler,
Kevin Bolen, Amber Bolen, Brian Cook, Timmy Cook, and
Scott Cook. Four great grandchildren are Kimberley Kay Mar-
shall, Justin Martin Overby, Rhonda Crystal Butler, and





At Club Meeting At Culver Home
'Opha Culver was hostess for
the meeting of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held at her
home on Wednesday,
November'17, at 11:30 a. m.
A luncheon with crock pot
cookery was prepared and
served by LaVerna Hardie to
the twelve mmbers present.
Mrs. Hardie presented the
lesson on thatTypO of cookery.
Minor lessons on
-Epilepsy" were given by
Dixie Palmer and on "Con-
serving Energy" by Mavis
Hurt.
Dixie Palmer presided at
the- -business meeting and
Gladys Young gave the
devotion.
Other members present
were Audra Futrell, Berma
CAA
Fulton, Betty Palmer, Pauli
Palmer, Gusta. Conner,
Dorthy Fuelner, and Ruby
Burchett.
The club will meet
December 15 at 11:30 a. m. at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord for a Christmas
luncheon and gdt eixchange.
On Wednesday, January 19,
the club will meet- at 1(l:30 a.
m. at the home of Ruby
Burchett with the lesson on
"Using Your Sewing Machine
Attachments" to be presented.
by Mrs. Hardie.
The larger the turkey, the
more meat there is to the bone.
Leftovers, after roasting, will
be fine frozen and used in
"made" dishes.
mom IN mum







One of the World's Most
Intriguing Mysteries!
"SASQUATCH" (G)
not incl'd in $ nite)







By Abigail Van Buren
1976 Dy ChiCaso TrIbune IV 7 Neon Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I know a 52-year-old divorcee who hangs
around with senior citizens, pretending to be their age.
She plays up to all the men (especially the rich ones) in
hopes of snagging herself a husband. Isn't this unfair
competition to the women who are 65 and older who are
also in the market for husbands?
She doesn't tell her age, but goes to all these senior
citizen affairs and just eats up the compliments when
people tell her how "young" she looks.
I and a lot of *omen here in St. Ptersburg, 'Fla., would
dppreciate your comments.
SIXTY-SIX AND LOOKS IT
DEAR SIXTY-SIX: Sorry, but age has never entered
the ground rules in the mating game. All is fair in love and
war, from St. Petersburg to St. Peter!
DEAR ABBY: My husband is hung up on self-hypnosis
and reaching the subconscious mind through sleep
suggestion. rk is now determined.. to play a tape to our
12-year-old son (only child) every night for an hour, shortly
after he has fallen asleep.
My husband has cut that tape, using his voice,
transcribing informational and soothing words of encour-
agement. He believes that it will help our son develop his
intellectual capacities.
I think that while there is much to be s'aid about sleep
suggestion, and it may be. the answer for some people, a
child's God-given sleep should be undisturbed.
Our-son is a very goodstudent, and he active, in sports.
He souttwhat fears his father, and I don't believe my
,husband shoutd assail the boy's mind night and day.
What are your thoughti?'
NAMELESS, PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: If the boy is emotionally secure, a
good' student and active in sports, I'm for leaving his
subconscious mind alone. It's not the taped suggestions per'
se that can harm the ,boy, but rather your h'usband's
determination' to impose his influence on his son night and
day.
DEAR ABBY: ON THE SPOT wrote in to say she works
with women who ask her where she bought her dress,
shoes, etc., and then how much' they cost. I have the
perfect answer. When people know ask rne a similar
question, I tell them it was either the Salvation Army or
Goodwill, 'hut I'm not sure which.
They usually chuckle and ask me again, but the answer
is always the same. Finally they realize that I am not going
to tell them, and they quit asking me.
Meanwhile I chuckle to myself because when I was
young; most of my clothes 'did come from the .Goodwill




For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know." send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose e long,
self-addressed, stamped ( 24() envelope
Jean Cloar, right, County Extension Agent in Home
Economics, spoke on "Consumer Problems of Today" at
the meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held November 15 at the club house. She
discussed the many problems, and also told of the many
services of the County Extension Department. She ..was
introduced by Wilma Beatty, left. Oneida Boyd, chair-
man, presided. New members welcomed were LaRue
Wilson and Betty Coleman. Announcement was made
of the work day for decorating the club house for the
holidays on November 29, and for the general Christ-
mas music program meeting on Sunday, December 5, at
three p. m. Refreshments were served by the hostesses
— Anna Mae Thurman, Oneida Boyd, Helen Beak and
Pauline Parker. Also present were Martha [nix, Jo
Burkeen, Lucy Forrest, Muncie Geurin, Billie Hall, Rachel













Presented by North American Productions, Oregon, Ltd.
1,ast Two Days - Must End Tomorrow
Shows at 7 and 9 p. m.





What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Even if you are hesitating,
make that business call you
have in mind. Some useful
formation to be gleaned.
TAURUS
i Apr. 21 to May 21) tSeW
You MUST give some thought
to the future now. Be sure to let
superiors hear, in one way or
akother, about the extra efforts
yoti'are making.
GEMINI
(May 22 to-June 21)
In work matters, unorthodox
methods will pay off anti, rather
surprisingly, others will_ see
things your way.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Your concentration should be
working on all cylinders now.
Bring to the surface those good
ideas you have and put them in
working order.
LEO
'(July 24 to Aug. 23 )
Where finances are con-
cerned, try negotiating a slight




(Aug. 24 to Sept. MT WP%
Make the most of certain
unexpected situations. Your
energy and good judgment will
be more than sufficient to cope
with them.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An,
Independence of thought and
action should be stressed, but
don't arbitrarily reject unusual
ideas.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) net'




The book, "Strdnger Than
Mushrooms" by David
Daniell, will be taught by Dr.
Bill Whittaker, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, on
Wednesday, December 1, at
seven p. m. at the church.
This study is a part of the
observance of the week of
prayer for foreign missions•
throughout the Southern
Baptist convention. "Schools
and Student Work" is the
overall theme of the week's
study.
The adult book study focus
on' Student work in Mexico.
The study should be the means
of pointing out to church
members the importance of
opportunities for ministry
through education, a church
spokesman said.
Prior to study the weekly
fellowship supper will be
served in the Fellowship Hall
with a Mexican menu being
featured. •
DECEMBER 1, 19711
has neither been tested for
strength nor offers good reason
for examination. What
fascinates is not always worth
going after.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) letilki0-
A favorable day for routine
affairs, but care is needed in
financial matters. Don't
speculate or gamble in any way.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via
Job matters are likely to
conflict with personal desires,
but accept the situation for the
present. It wW pay off later.
AQUARIUS
Mn. 11 to Feb. 19) *1
An original twist or a new
method could brighten routine,
but don't go to extremes or
attempt the bizarre.
PISCES
(Feb, 20 to Mar. 20) XC'
A pick-up, a brighter set of
stimulating \influences. Yet
there goes with -4W (as with
Aquarius) an admonition to
avoid extremes, Co curb
emotions.
YOU, BORN TODAY have
been endowed with ex-
traordinarily good judgment
and a keenly analytical mind.
Extremely versatile and am-
bitious, you usually set lofty
goals for yourself and, by dint of
hard work and persistence,
almost always attain,them. No
Matter what career you choose,
however, you MUST be active.
Tedious and monotonous jobs
are not for you; neither are jobs
which give you no freedom or
room for expansion. You are
only happy when "on the move"
- and that meahs upward.
Fields in which you could
especially succeed: the law -
with development along
political or juridical lines;
science, literature, journalism
and music. Birthdate of: Mary
Martin, musical comedy star.
eette
Garden Depart inent Workshop Thursday
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a Creative Christmas
Gift Workshop on Thursday,
December 2, at ten a. m. at the
club house.
Workshops will be directed
by Margaret Vaughn on
-Making Macrame," by
Birdie Gingles on "Dellrobia
Wreaths," and by Ann Fisher
on "Christmas Card
Baskets."
Doris Cella will conduct the
business meeting at one p. in.
with Mrs. Fisher giving a
reading on "The Littlest
Angel."
A sack lunch will be served











for your Christmas Party
Our own private
Dining Room Upstairs
is available for any size group
up to lib people
No charge for reservations
PAGUAI'S
)10 Main Street
DELIVERY SERVICE TO ANY SIZE GROUP
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-9668
'Adopt A Plant...ft71 GrovvOn Y








We are celebrating our 12th Anniversary with Christmas Specials for you, to show our appreciation for your
















Other Suggestions For Christmas
Purses. scraves, jewelry, slips, bras, hose, panties, nylon gowns, robes & •
pajamas. brushed nylon gowns, pajamas d, robes, jeans, tops, blouses, slacks.
house shoes, dress & casual shoes, gloves, dusters










































Pajamas, robes, socks, billfolds, ties, belts, underwear, knit
sport shirts, sweaters, dress hats, sport hats, jeans, work clothes,
dress shoes, house shoes, work shoes, rubber boots, work jackets.
top coats, lightweight jackets, leather look jackets, dress gloves,





where you will find
quality merchandise at a
reasbnable price. 5 Convenient
ways to shop, cash; charge, lay-away, Master Charge & bank Americard, and
where your patronage is always appreciated .
Settle-Workman
Downtown Shopping Center























Tuesday, November  30
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at sixp.m.
for a potluck supper and
mission study led by Thyra
Crawford.
MSU Symphony Orchestra,
directed by Prof. Neale
Mason, will perform at 8:15
p.m. in Lovett auditorium.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:15 a.m.
at the church to go to Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly to
hear missionaries from Rome,
Italy. Vans will leave at 6:15
p.m. to go for the same
program.
Royal Lipizzan Stallions
from Austria will appear in a
special exhibition at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 7:30 p.m. All First Baptist Church
tickets are $5.50. and will De Women will meet at 9:30 a. m.
sold at the door. at the church.
Wednesday, December 1
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Thursday, December
Family Night will be held by
the Woodmen of the World at
the WOW Hall at 6:30 p. m.
The meal will be catered.
New Concord and Hamlin
Senior Citizens will have a
luncheon and gift exchange at
Holiday Inn at 11:30 a. m. Call
436-5364 for transportation.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p. m.
at the church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p. m.
at the home of June Crider.
Exhibit of paintings by Jim
Cantrell, Bardstown, will open
at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU, and will continue
through December 21.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Evie Paschall.
Ruth Warren BYW Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church




Garden Club will dine at a
local restaurant and finish the
lesson on shuck flowers.
Dr. Bill Whittaker will teach
the mission study at First
Baptist Church at 6:45 .p.m.
following the fellowship
supper with a Mexican menu
at six p.m.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at seven p. m. at the
church.
Baptist Women and Baptist
Young Women of Cherry
Corner Church are scheduled




Per Pose In Living
Color







Firs Perking I. leer
Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
have a Christmas gift
workshop at ten a. m. at the
club house. Sack lunch at
noon.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m.
at the lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30 p. m. at Ellis Center.
"Symbolism In Art" Is Subject •
Of Program.`Gunima Gamma Meet
The Gamma Gamma
chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
met on November 18 at
Devanti's.
The evening's program was
"Symbolism in Art" given by
Marie Dolchen. Slides of
famous paintings were shown.
The business meeting
followed with the roll call,
minutes, and committee
reports. Ways and Means
reported the Christmas Bake
Sale to be held on the Court
Square December 4th is still in
the planning stage.
Social reported that the
ChristmaS party will include
the children this year, with
Santa being present to pass
out the gifts. The date and
time will be set later.





The New Concord and
Hamlin Senior Citizens will
have a Christmas luncheon
and gift exchange on Thur-
sday, December 2, at 11:30 a.
m. at the Holiday Inn,
Murray.
For transportation call
Calloway County Library _Annette Burnham at 436-5364.
Board of Trustees are
scheduled to meet at seven p.
m.
Household shower for
Palace Manning family who
lost their home and contents
by fire will be held at Kirksey
United Methodist Church at
seven p. m.
Meeting of the Diabetes




will have a dessert for
members and guests at the
home of Dottie Jordan at 7:30
p. m.
Salem Baptist Church WMU
will have a Christmas social at
the church at 6:30 p.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Elizabeth Matthews at 1:30
p. m.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a. m.
at the church.
Memorial Baptist Churclf
Women will meet at 1:30 p. m.
at the church.
Skating party—Lock-in for
Grades nine to twelve will be
at First Baptist Church at ten
p. m.
Saturday, December 4
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Bolen
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception from two to four p.
m. at Ellis Community
Center.
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Highway 641 - Almo, Ky.
FRUIT TREES Apple, Pear, Peach Plum, cind
Cherry
AZALEAS- White, Red, Pink, and Salmon
Nice Selection of Foundation Plants also Shade and Or-
momenta, Trees.
Beautiful Assortment of Clay and Glared
Pottery. Arso a variety 1;4 roncrete
products
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 1 .m.-6 p.m.
The Closing Ritual and
Mizpah were repeated by
members present. Refresh-
ments were served with Marie
Dolchen as hostess.
Members present were:
Marie Dolchen, Linda Fain,
Debbie Horschel, Marsha
-Horton, Jackie Morris, Trisha
Nesbitt, Joretta Randolph,
Linda Rogers, Mary
Roseman, Alice Rouse, Sylvia
Thomas, and Edna Vaughn.
Proares.sit•e Dinner
Planned (1n .Saturdav
A progressiVe-dinner tftill be
held by the St. John's
Episcopal Church on Satur-
day. December 4, starting at
six p.m.
The first course, cocktails,
will be served at the home of
the Whitmer family, 810 North
19th Street, followed by the
salad course at the home of
Laura Whayne, 407 North 17th
Street.
The Rodden home on
Murray Route Six will be the
scene of the main course, with
the Callahan home in Oaks
Estates being the place for the
dessert course.
Instructions for finding the
homes will be given before
leaving each house, a church
spokesman said.
A two-pound box of sliced ba-
con usually contains from 35 to
45 slices. A good buy when you
are feeding a crowd.




Re(rion I Meet, Fulton
The Future Business
Leaders of America of Region
I held its fall board meeting at
Fulton County Area
Vocational Center, Thursday,
November 18, at 1:30 p. m.
Sharon Sargent, Region I Vice
President, presided at the
meeting.
The main item of business
was to plan the Region I
Leadership Conference that
will be held at Murray State
University on March 31, 1977.
The board voted to have an
Awards Ceremony at Lovett
Auditorium and a talent show
during the conference.
The Region I officers for the
current year are as follows:
Sharon Sargent, vice
president, Fulton County Area
Vocational Center; Debbie
Wilson-, secretary, Marshall
County High School; Kathy
Reed. treasurer, Christian
County. High School; Vanessa
Stone, reporter, Murray
Vocational Center; and Tom
Wilson, parliamentarian,.
Carlisle County High School.
Others attending it the
meeting were Dr. 4 Alta
Harcourt, chairman of the
Business Education Depar-
, truent, Murray .State
University; Mrs. May Boaz
Simmons, assistant professor
of Business Education,




Susan Walton, state secretary,
and Wilma Rucker, advisor,
Lone Oak High School;
Barbara Bogle, state
treasurer, Carlisle County
High School; Dennis Foust,
'state reporter, and Diana
Underhill, advisor, Marshall
County High School; Laura
Waldron, advisor, Christian
County High School; Martha
Crawford, advisor, Murray
Vocational Center; and Patsy




Due On II ednesdav
The Murray State Women's
Society will have a Christmas
Open House followed by a
dinner at the Holiday Inn on
Friday, December 10.
Reservations for the dinner
should be mailed to Mrs.
Robert Hendon by Wed-
nesday, December 1.
If a recipe calls for a table-
spoon of minced raw onion and
you want to substitute onion
powder for it, try using a half
teaspoon of the powder.
Officers of Region I of the future Business leaders of
America meeting at Fulton County Area Vocational
Center were, left to right, Sharon Sargent, Fulton Coun-
ty, Kathy Reed, Christian County. Tom Wilson, Carlisle



















Whethe, business Is good or sir)* you have to get
your share ,r whatever business is around Eveni in slow.
times peocie still need and want goods and services
and spend get them They are lust going to be more
selective ir irriFIr purchases
By rna,n'ar ng your advertising and even increasing
tt you «II ga n on edge on your competition thus in
creasing • W r share of the market Your message is
there to all.. .re on sure consumer in your direction if
your compel lion cuts back their advertising you have
the direct. ,ne 'call consumers
Ail*rtisng s not lust a cost of doing business It s-a
proven sa'es tool that returns many times your in
vestment store traffic and sales Once you build your
businps ynt, ,:an keep it going with a moderate con
sistanr a7iv-• sing prograrn But you cut your ad
vert ,s ngc ose your hold in the public awareness











Is your child being
crippled by test scores?
Why was Martha labelled
borderline-retarded; when
all she had was the flu? Learn
how school I 0 tests may
brand your child—unjustly---
tor life And read why your
own Judgment is so important
Must reading for parents
5. 'be




lour advertsong is p'art of your sales force It helps
pre sell the customer and close the slie faster
Remember we xe living In a highly mobile society
one out cf lire Arner.cans move every year There is a
steady flow ot ,,ust:;mers out of your market and a
correspnding mhu, ne.vizirrne,s who dCn I knoW you
at all Advertising *, I[ introduce you le-l them all about
rot
Here s a hard fact to 'hew on Give, any g4en period
a ccmpany that advertises below the industry average
has sales that are below the industry arlage '
Alive^ g • news aro,: ,;.'iducts, and senoces
,y0Yher ge 101 it 'P'17P,i :..crrentrate the.r
effor• evispa:,ers ten  u-;erle, an mmerI,at,'








•of adults 18 and over
read the daily newspaper
during any weekday
Average weekday TV
- news audience - 48%








of the readers will











Bringing in $1.6 billion
in Advertising revenue
$4.5 billion in Pi
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Dr. C. C. Lowry:
Citizen Of The Year
We can think of no individual
more deserving of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce's
Citizen of the Year award than
Dr. C. C. Lowry.
Dr. Lowry is presently ser-
ving on the Murray Common
Council where he has been in-
strumental in moving to
fruition action designed to im-
plement central billing for city
utilities.
Prior to his being elected to
the Common Council, Dr.
Lowry served on the Murray
Independent School board for
• ten years and served as chair-
man of that body.
In addition to presently being
chairman of the council's cen-
tral billing committee, Dr.
Lowry is also Murray's mayor
pro-tern.
He is also active in church
and civic affairs. Dr. Lowry
has served as a steward of the
First Methodist Church for
many years and has been
president, zone chairman and
is deputy district director for
'1 the Lions Club.
Professionally, Dr. Lowry
ha$ served as president of the
HOuston-McDevitt Clinic 'for
the past five years has served
three years as chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital medical stalf and has
served three years as a mem-
ber of the board of trustees and
vice-president,gf the Kentucky
Medical Association.
Our community is indeed for-
tunate to have a man of the
caliber of Dr. C. C. Lowry in its
midst. _
-The honor bestowed upon Dr.
Lowry by the Murray Chamber
of Commerce is the highest
honor that the membership of
that organization can award to
any individual,
We think the membership has
made an excellent choice in this
year's selection.
In his acceptance speech last
night, Dr. Lowry said, "If I
were to live here 100 years I
couldn't give back to you what
you have given to me."
That may be so. But Dr. C. C.
Lowry is so far ahead of most of
us in repaying his debt to his
community that many of us will
never catch up.
Letter, To The Editor
awa
Consumer Shopping Basket
On September 3, the Murray DECA
. Advisors, Beverly McKinley and Joy
Waldrop, arranged for two different
Distributive Students to present the
Consumer Shopping Basket once every
week. This will be the Shopping
•::.basket's second season. The program
was started on September 8 and has
::been shown every Wednesday at 5:30 on
the Murray State University tv Station
'Channel 21.,
• ▪.- Eight stores in Murray are surveyed
reach—week. They are Storey's, John-
• son's, Owen's, Parkers, Kroger,• .
",- ,Southside and Northside IGA and Big
:John's. Graphs are used to illustrate
'"the different products from each store.
r,'.The lowest prices for each product are
indicated.
All the prices are compared and the
total purchase prices are added. Each
week the lowest total purchase and the
store which had the lowest price is also
shown.
The Murray DECA Chapter would
like to thank the Murray State
University tv Station ,for allowing the
Chapter to participate in the Weekly
Shopping Basket.
This week's commentators will be
Diana Sliger, secretary for the Ken-
tucky Association of DECA and Tim
Hutsdn, treasurer for the Murray
DECA Chapter. Be sure to Tune-In!
Sincerely,
The Murray DECA Club
Party Leadership
7 Dear Editor,. •
The process by which the
:torganization of the Democratic Party
<chooses its leadership for the next four
ears will begin on Saturday December
1976.
According to the rules of the
!:bemocrat Party of Kentucky, on the
,:iirst Saturday in December following a
:.▪ general election, the registered
:41emocrats within a precinct will meet
their regular polling place at 10 a. m.
!,:lnd elect a precinct committeeman, a
recinct committeewoman, and one
:person under 30 years of age. The duties
of the precinct committee are to
'provide the leadership to organize their
•,,precinct into an active working
organization within that precinct. They
:;can have by using Block Captains,
-.:telephone committees, and personal
?..contact, an organization ready to meet
•.;:‘-the needs of the. Democratic Party in
Calloway County.
On the following Saturday, December
11, these precinct committee members
will meet at the county court house-at 2
m. to elect a Democratic Executive
•• 'Committee for Calloway County. The
'‘triembers of the Democratic Executive• •
'•torninittee may be precinct committee
iinembers, but the rules do not say that
'Ailey must be.
The duties of the executive corn-
:inittee are to provide the leadership for
:.the Democratic Party in Calloway
::County.
▪ Immediately upon the election of this
:-committee, the committee will convene
:to elect a chairman and' a-vice chair-
man of the opposite sex. A permanent
!:',secretary and a permanent treasurer
:*11 also be elected. It is the duty,of the
:;chairman to preside at the meetings of
i'this Calloway County Executive
sTorrunittee.
These upcoming elections are even
.4nore important for the future of the
;beinocratic piney in light‘of the-Federal-
lection Commission rulings on
*residential elections just past. Their
;interpretation of the federal election
law recognizes only the elected County
"..icecutive Committee as a body that
!iould legally expend funds on behalf of
a candidate. Even greater respon-
sibility could be placed upon the County
Chairman and the Executive Com-
mittee in the upcoming four years.
It is imperative that the precinet
committee niembers understand that
they are not figureheads but people who
are willing to spend necessary time in









In behaltof the Four Rivers Council,
B. S. A., please accept our sincere
appreciation for the outstanding
publicity honoring Max B. Hurt as
"Good Scout of the Year."
Because of your interest and concern,
a large number of Purchase area
citizens were aware of the tribute paid
to a most deserving servant of the
people throughout Kentucky.
There were a large number of friends
of Max who are responsible for such a
successful evening and especially the
two-hundred plus who were in at-
tendance. A grateful thank you to all of
those who participated in any way.
Our continued best wishes for
reporting events which contribute to




Boy Scouts of America
Isn't It The Truth
Most women lie about their age from
20 to 90. After that they do not, because
the truth helps them to feel they have
acComplished something big — which
they have.
The Murray Ledger & Times
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
and Of/161(4614'd atl,rle, m this page are presented for
the purta .11 of providing. a forum for the fret exchange of differing
jailer. ti, the editor di response to editorials and
piriltriolntI arttcle;,Are' encouraged
IV editors if this newspaper strohilib belie‘e that to linot
.,pinnaltted .Arttck, to un4 those which parrallel the editorial
iii n,,phs .1 this newspaper would be a dissersii to otir reader,
tto' ri-I ri a Ignite reader, a ho du not agree a ith an editioria I stand “r
the ideas presented tin an indnidual writer in a iniunin to respond
A MI their tech ro2, ,n the rth ular .Nue being
Garrott's Galley
Hazel Bob Miller Not One
With Whom To Swap Barbs
By M. C. Garrott
Ed Chrisman did his usual masterful
job, the other night at the Boy Scout
dinner honoring Max Hurt, but he
slippedlip one time.-He got our county
judge on his back.
It's best to think twice before
swapping barbs with Robert 0. (Hazel
Bob) Miller. The road is littered with
the sheepish faces of those who have
tried it. He'll get the last word in every
time.
Bob was one of five principal
speakers paying tribute to Mr. Hurt and
his many years of service to hi com-
munity and his fellowman. When he
introduced the judge, Ed referred to
him as the "almost honorable" or
something like that, to which Bob didn't
take too kindly, in a playful sort of way,
of course.
Looking over his glasses at the 200 or
so people squeezed in for the occasion,
the judge started his remarks by
saying:
"There's an old legend which
prophesies that when a baby is born
with its hands extended heavenly, he
will be a great teacher. The legend
says, if the baby is born with the toes of
the' feet extended heavenly, he will be a
great Olympic runner.
"The legend says, if a -baby is born
with its lips puckered toward the
heavens, he will be a great orator. The
legend also says that if a baby is born
with its posterier extended toward thelA
heavens..."
He paused here for a moment and
glaring down,, at Chrisman seated
beside him, he continued, "...he will
serve as the master of ceremonies at
the Max Hurt Good Scout dinner!"
+±+
The judge didn't put away his knife
after that either. As soon as the
laughter died away, he glanced at Ed
again and quipped, "If I knew who the
doctor was who delivered you, I would
sue him for malpactrice!"
+++
Mr. Hurt graduated from Murray
State in 1927, and Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
president emeritus of the university,
was on hand to pay a tribute to him as a
loyal Murray State alumnus.
•After doing his famous routine about
the speaker who got up to speak only to
realize that he had left his false teeth at
home, Dr. Sparks reeled off a lengthly
list of contributions Mr. Hurt had made
to Murray State — committees he had
served on, his alumni association
leadership and on and on.
Almost out of breath from reading the
lengthly list, he looked over to where




The owner of a small roadside fruit
stand in Arizona was complaining
about the poor business he was doing.
"Have you noticed," counseled a
friend, "that tourists always stop at
stands where other cars are parked?"
The owner thought this over, bought
four used cars, put them in front of his
stand, and within a week he had to hire
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said, -Max, Mavis must be an un-
derstanding wife to let you out of the
house that many nights."
+++
The evening was a richly deserved
tribute to a great man.
I know Mr. Hurt is one of the most
unforgettable characters I have been
privileged to know. Few men have
made more contributions to their
fellowman and to the bettermen of the
communities in which they live than
has Mr. Hurt.
It said that in the program. My using
it here is not plagiarism, for it was I
who wrote it originally. Since coming to
Murray eight years ago, I have asked
Mr. Hurt to do many things to help me
— to serve on a planning committee for
a university function, to serve as a
master of ceremonies, make a speech
or just say a few words in some special
activity.
He has never refused, or begged off.
"If I can be of help, I'll be glad to do
what I can," he always will say with a
smile. He doesn't just sit in a com-
mittee meeting and "blow smoke,"
either, as so many "community do-
gooders" do. He works. He's a doer.
When he volunteers for or is asked to do
something, he does it. .
+++
The other night when the Scouts'
• 'Good Scout" trophy, a bronze statue of
a Boy Scout and one of the most
cherished awards given by the
organization, was presented to him, he
typically set it in front of his wife of 63
years, explaining that it was she who
deserved any recognition for what he
had been able to achieve.
Just as he always does, he' turned the
spotlight away from himself, directing
it on her.
When he rose to respond to all the
tributes, he used this story which
reflects so clearly the humility which is
so characteristic of him.
"I'm reminded of the little boy who
was trying to herd a calf across a
bridge," he said. "Any of you who have
lived or were raised on a farm know
how difficult this is. As he was twisting
the little eall:s tail and pushing on its
kanks trying to move it along, a man
drove up in a car. Thinking he might be
of help, he honked his horn.
'This frightened the calf so badly it
jumped off the bridge. It fell to the
rocks below and broke its neck.
Leaping out of his car and working his
way to the side of the little boy, who by
then 'as in the ditch beside the calf, the
man apoligized profusely, 'Son, I'm
sorry! I'm sorry! I was only trying to
help you get him across the bridge. I
didn't mean to scare him! I wouldn't
have hurt him for the world!'
"Looking up and with tears
streaming down his ,cheeks, the little
boy said, 'I know, sir, but it was a
mighty big toot for such a little calf."
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Congratulations to Dr. C. C. Lowry,
named last night as the Murray
Chamber of Commerce's Citizen of the
Year for 1976.
Dr. Lowry has devoted himself not
only to his profession as a surgeon, but
has given unselfishly of his time to the
betterment of his community.
The membership of the Chamber
made an excellent selection in their
choice for this year's "Citizen of the
Year."
0+0
The following appeared in the
November issue of the "Kentucky
Restaurateur," a publication 'of the
Kentucky Restaurant Association. We
think it provides an interesting
correlation between the consumer, the
worker, business and profits.
"Who's in favor of a bigger buck —
that is, more bucks?
"Eyerybody . . . Everybody wants
more of that buck.
"But the buck must come after all
expenses are paid. And expenses come
high in terms of salaries, rent,
materials, insurance, taxes, employee
benefits, supplies, and so on — ex-
penses that enable the company to
operate.
"What's left over is profit.
"From that profit, employees look for
increased wages and higher salaries.
"From that profit, managers look for
better equipment to produce goods and
services faster, better.
"From that profit, stockholders look
for the best, the safest return on their
investments.
"And consumers, the customers,
want the top quality for their buck at
the lowest possible cost. *
"It appears, then, that everyone is at
odds with everyone else.
"But they are not at odds with one
anothee, for their interests are con-
nected. They are like the spokes of a
wheel, the rim of which encircles them
10 Yeats Ago
One of the world's largest phar-
maceutical and bio-chemical com-
panies, Eli Lilly, has tentatively
selected Murray as the location for a
new multi-million dollar plant,, it was
revealed at a news conference at the
office of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
Richard and Patsy Grogan, formerly
of Murray, have been chosen as house
parents of the Christ Children's Home
at Hopkinsville.
Johnny Blanton, Vic Dunn, Jerry
McCoy, David McKee, and David Wall
were preeented awards at the annual
Murray High School Grid banquet last
night at Southside Restaurant.
Carol Rolfe and Jane Peebles of
Murray are among the five finalists in
the yearbook queen contest at Murray
State University.
Billy Usrey was honored with a
surprise party on his 12th birthday on
November 28 by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, and sister, Janet
Usrey.
20 Years Ago
The home of Mr". and Mrs. Walter
Puckett, located about one-half mile off
the East Highway, burned yesterday
morning about 9:30.
and keeps them together. All are
dependent on one another and together
they help maintain the rim just as the
rim, in turn, maintains them.
"The rim, of course, is the company.
Without the rim, there would be no
spokes; without the spokes, no rim.
"Should one spoke cease to function,
the rim would become unbalanced,
perhaps break. Therefore, each spoke
must do its own thing and each element
— person — within the spoke must do
his job expertly.
"When all spokes are firm, the rim
becomes bigger, stronger, more
generous because it's got the buck to
give.
"Let there, then, be a bigger buck,
but remember that every one of us
makes that bigger buck possible."
0+0
So many important new discoveries
have rocked the world in recent years
that it practically takes a miracle to
surprise the people of the U. S.
anymore. In our matter-of-fact ac-
ceptance of the wonders around us, we
hardly blink an eye when modern
developments emerge from the space
program like the revolutionary elec-
tronic digital watch which contains no
moving parts, dials, tuning fork or
motor; needs no winding or cleaning; is
soundless and accurate to within three
minutes a year.
Yet such engineering triumphs are
available on nearly every street corner
for the average American to purchase.
When viewed in perspective, it
becomes obvious that the same
technology which inspired mail to
explore the universe can, and should,
be used to resolve the problems and
needs of people here on Earth. We
cannot afford to take a "so-what" at-
titude toward the rejuvenating powers
of American technology — for in the
end human progress depends upon it.
Hal McIntyre and his band will ap-
pear in concert and at a dance at' the
Carr Health Building, Murray State
College, on December 3.
Jerry Lassiter, Mike Jones, Robert
Herndon, Sherilyn Broach, Rebecca
Moore, Steve Gordon, Danny Hatcher,
Sue Collins, Gary Grogan, Keith
Burton, Robert Darnall, Dwight Brinn,
Jimmy Farris, Jimmy Culpepper,
William Adams, Tanny Barnes, Steve
Davis, Chris Gingles, Mich Robertson,
-Benny' Smith, Neil Stubblefield,
Layman Thornton, Emma Valentine,
Nan Williams, and Larry Wilson are
members of the Fourth Grade Or-
chestra at Murray Training School.
Rev. T. G. ghelton will preach at Elm
Grove Baptist Church Sunday.
Miss Julia Beach, employed with Bell
Telephone, Detroit, Mich., spent the
holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
011is Beach.
Bible Thought
Ye my flock, the flock of my
pasture, are men, and I am
your God, saith the Lord God.
Ezekiel 34:31.
, We, like sheep, often wander
into strange places and
dangerous habits. God will
guide us if we read the Bible
and remember our prayers.
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"Bear" Bryant has recruited
many individuals for the
University of Alabama. And
one of his most important
recruits does not 'even play
football.
Few people had heard of
C.M. Newton when Bryant
hired him as head coach from
Transylvania College in
Kentucky to build the Crimson
Tide's basketball program.




record for victories in a
season with a 23-5 mark for the
1915-76 campaign and an over-
all record of 131-83 since
taking overin 1968.
Monday night, Newton
scored the 300th victory of his
basketball coaching career as
13th-rated Alabama routed
Morehead State 114-68. It was
the most lopsided triumph
Hunt Smock Chosen
For State Net Post
Hunt Smock of Murray,,as
been chosen for a two-year
director post to the Kentucky
State Tennis Association for
the 1977-78 year.
The only other western
Kentucky officer is Henry
Baughlnan of Bowling Green.
He'was selected for a one-year
directorship term.
Helen Lang of Louisville
was re-elected as the
president.
ever recorded by the Tide on
their home court.
Five other nationally
ranked teams were in action
and all scored easy victories.
Tenth-rated San Francisco
University brought its record
to 3-0 with a 120-71 rout over
the University of California-
Davis. Arizona, No. 11,
downed California State-
Fullerton 91-80. Cincinnati,
No. 12, bombed Akron 95-59.
Southern Illinois, No. 17,
handled William Jewell 73-60,
and Rutgers, No. 19, outscored
Bentley 114-86.
Thirteen players shared in
the scoring for Alabama ,with
six finishing in double figures.
Sophomore Keith McCord and
Robert Scott paced the
balanced attack with 14
points.
Freshman Leon Guydon hit
for 18 points as Central
Michigan spoiled the debut of
Michigan. State Coach Jud
Heathcote 81-76. It was the
first loss for Mit,higan State to
the Chippewas in a .22-game
series dating back to 1905.
Cincinnati's Steve Collier,
who was bothered by a
mysterious malady that
caused tiredness last season,
did not appear that way in the
Bearcats' opener as he scored
22 points.
Abdel Anderson, a
sophomore who took over the
forward spot held by Rutgers'
all-time scoring leader Phil
Sellers, led the Scarlet
Knights with 23 points and Ed
Jordan added 18.
Mel Purcell Wins Third
In National TourRament
Former Murray High tennis star Mel Purcell, who now
lives in California, took third place in the 18-year-old division
Of the National Indoor Junior Championships this past
weekend at Dallas.
In the first round, Purcell won 6-1 and 6-4 over Blair Rober-
ts of Arizona and then in the second rbund, blanked Denny
Renaldi of Florida, 6-0 and 6-0.
In the third round, Purcell ousted Glen Levins of New Jer-
sey 6-4 and 6-1.
Purcell had a tough time in the round of 16. He fell 1-6 in the
first set to Jeff Jones of Santa Anna, California, but bounced
back to win the match by taking the next two sets, 6-3 and 6-3.
In the quarterfinals, Purcell won 6-4 and 7-6 in a tough mat-
ch with Jeff Robins of Utah.
Then in the semifinals, Purcell fell to second seeded Rick
Cowden of the northern California area. Purcell won the first
set 6-1 but fell 6-3 in the second set and then lost 9-7 in the
third set.
Cowden had defeated Purcell this summer in the Nationals
in Michigan.
The poison gases in your
filter cigarette.
Part II of a study that should
make smokers of even the
"mildest.' filter cigarettes
want to quit. Read how
hydrogen cyanide and
nitrogen oxides are in every
puff you take. And learn how
your brand stacks up when
it comes to poison gas
Reader's Digest 'Dt!ezbaT
REGULAR $1.99 YD. 100% COTTON
FLANNEL SHIRT1NGS
• Full bolts, 45" wide







By The Associated Press
EAST
Boston Col 99, Maine-Oron(
87
Fair. Dickinson 81, Buffalo 73
Iona 103, St. Lawrence 95
LaSalle 72, Widener 52
Manhattanville 99, Cathedral
59
Navy 64, Lycoming 48
Providence 95, Brown 69
Rutgers 114, Bentley 86
Seton Hall 111, Merrimack 98
scams
Alabama 114, Morehead 68
Ala-Huntsville 83, Alabama
St. 69
Armstrong Si. 93, S Caro. Si.
63
Auburn 84, Appalachian St. 61
Austin Puy 87, Tenn. St. 73
E Carolina 68, UNC-Asheville
65
E Tenn. St. 80, UNC-Wilming-
ton 67
Gardner-Webb 85, High Point
84
Miss. St. 86, New Orleans 83
Nicholls 78, Louisiana Col 74
S Carolina 86, Cal Poly-Po-
mona 64
Tulane 77, S Methodist 75
Va. Commonwealth 86, N
Caro. A&T 57
Virginia St. 105, Morgan St.
se
MIDWEST
56Beneclictine 89, Pittsburg St.
Butler 65, Bradley 57
Cent Michigan 81, Michigan
St. 69
Cincinnati 95, Akron 59
Evansville 85, N Dakota St.
69
Iowa 84, Kent St. 55
Kansas St. 83, Arkansas St.
61
Miami, Ohio 69, Purdue 67
Moorhead St. 70, S Dakota St.
69
N Dakota 55, Priam-Morris 35
Sanford Brown 101, St. Louis
Pharmacy 97 _
S Illinois 73, William Jewell
60
W Michigan 73, Lake Superi-..
or 68
Wichita St. 67, Montana St. 50-
SOUTH'WEST
Arkansas 39, Hayward St. 59
Baylor 90, Pan American 70
N Texas 76, Centenary 69
Oral Roberts 81, Quincy 63
Rice 81, Wayland Baptist 62
Texas 74, Oklahoma St. 73,
3T
Texas A&M 70, Texas Luther-
an 61
Texas-El Paso 84, Colorado 67
Texas Tech 87, S Dakota 56
FAR WEST
Arizona 91, Fullerton St. 80
Cal Poly-SLO 100, San Fran-
cisco St. 78
Denver 94, Ohio Northern 74
Gonzaga 89, Whitworth 57
Grand Canyon 76, Ft. Lewis
48
Montana 87, San Jose St. 71
Nebraska 59, Washington 58,
OT
New Mexido 86, Yugoslavia
Nationals 81
San Francisco 120, California-
Davis 71




By The Associated Press
Ohio Valley Conference
champion Eastern Kentucky
has dominated the All-OVC
football team by placing six
players on the 28-man squad.
Austin Peay, Morehead,
Murray, Tennessee tech and
Western Kentucky had four
players each on the team.
East Tennessee and Middle
Tennessee had one each.
The six Eastern Kentucky
players are quarterback
Ernie House, tailback Everett
Talbert, wide receiver Elmo
Boyd, offensive guard Joe
Alvino, center Roosevelt Kelly
and deep back Anthony Miller..
Other players chosen were
Mike Moore, Middle Ten-
nessee, Jimmy Woods,
Western Kentucky, and Tony
Harris, Morehead, running
backs; Keigh Mescher,
orehead, tight end; Ed
urns,- 4'ennessee Tech, apci
s Jones, Austin Peay, of-
nsive tackles; Chip Car-
ter, Western Kentucky,




Also, Charles Norman, East
ennessee, Joe Jachimowicz,
ennessee Tech, and James
Green, Austin Peay, down
linemen; Biff Madon, Western
Kentucky, Bob Bible, Austin
Peay, Terry McCabe, Austin
Peay, and Jerry Spaeth,
Morehead, linebackers; Keith
Tandy, Western Kentucky,
and Chuck Wempe, Murray,
defensive ends; Ed
McFarland, Murray, Johnny
Tucker, Tennessee Tech, and
Bruce Walker, Murray, deep
backs, and Don Rardin,
Morehead, punter.
Repeaters -turn the 1975




Rolle and Woods were the
only sophomores on the 1976
team.
GETS suat ORT —Cho& esker, seven-year-old son of Mike
and Vickie Baker of Murray, has received his black belt in ARC
Iterate. N. 4 a wand ineder it Robertson Elementary. Me--
received his junior diadem block belt after three years of
treinisg. Nor', he is shown with instructor Vic Milner of Japan
International hi Money. The group from Japan International
will be presenting a WNW', show Saturday is the MSU-Butler
basketball game.
Michigan Atop Of First
College Cage Ratings
By The Associated Press
Michigan, returning most of
the team which finished
second to Indiana in last
season's national basketball
championships, has grabbed
an impressive lead in the first
Associated Press college
basketball poll of the regular
1976-77 season.
The Wolverines, 1-0, and
rated No. 1 in the preseason
poll, received 38 first-place
votes in outdistancing runner-
up Marquette, 896 points to
772.
In balloting Monday by 48
Sports writers and broad-
casters .across thr country,
Marquette, which has yet to
play this 'son, received
three first-place votes.
UCLA, 2-0, edged Indiana,
also 2-0, for third place, 613
points to 603, while Kentucky
was fifth with 503.
Others in the Top Ten, in
order and including records
and point totals, were Nevada-
Las Vegas, 1-0, 417; Louisville,





















North Carolina, 1-1, 284, and




were Indiana and Louisville
with two each, and Kentucky,
San Francisco and Cincinnati
with one each.
By. The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams
The Associated Press college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, this sea-
son's records and total points.
Pittsburgh Finishes
Atop College Grid Poll
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The University of Pitt-
sburgh finished the regular
college football season as the
No. 1 team in The Associated
Press poll today, but the
Panthers must get past fifth-
ranked Georgia. in the Sugar
Bowl to nail down their first
national championship in 39
years.
Pitt defeated arch-rival
Penn State 24-7 and wound up
with an 11-0 record. The
Panthers celebrated ..their
fourth consecutive week at the
top of the ratings by polling 45
first-place votes and 1,128 of a
possible 1,160 points from a
nationwide panel of 58 sports
writers and broadcasters.
The national championship
will be released Jan. 4,
following the postsepson bowl
games.
Behind Pitt, runner-up




Georgia into fourth place and
Houston inched ahead of
UCLA for the sixth spot.
Michigan, which finished its
regular season a week ago,
received eight first-place
votes and 998 points while
in Southern Cal, a 17-13 winner
over Notre Dame, earned
three first-place ballots and
931 points. Last week's spread
Pouits based on 20-18-16-14-12- among Pitt, Michigan and
Southern Cal with 62 voters
participating Was 1,172-1,050-
1,046 in points and 39-13-7 in
first-places. Michigan and
Southern Cal will meet in the
Rose Bowl.
Meanwhile, Maryland,
which finished 11-0 a week
ago, received the remaining
two first-place votes and
climbed from fifth to fourth.
with 749 points. The Terrapins
96 nosed past Georgia, which
74 slipped from fourth to fifth
40 with 747 points after needing a
39 last-minute field goal to turn





















Houston clinched the host
spot in the Cotton Bowl — the
Cougars will meet Maryland
— with a 42-20 rout of Rice and
rose from seventh place to
sixth with 526 points. Idle
UCLA dropped from sixth to
seventh with 510 points.
Oklahoma remained eighth
after a 20-17 triumph over
Nebraska and Texas Tech
held onto ninth by crushing
Arkansas 30-7, but Nebraska
fell from 10th to 13th.
Replacing the Cornhuskers in
10th place was streaking
Texas A&M, a 27-3 winner
over Texas.








in 26 points and grabbed 15
rebounds to lift Austin Peay to
an 87-73 college basketball
victory Monday night over
Tennessee State.
Austin Peay, the pre-season
Ohio Valley Conference
favorite, now is unbeaten in
two games. Tennessee State is
1-1.
The game was tied six times
in the first half before Peay
took a 40-39 lead' at in-
termission. The Governor8
were ahead by between one
and four points during ,,the
second half, but they out-
scored Tennessee State 12-2 in
the last five ,and one-half
minutes to gain the triumph.
Bernard Bailey led Ten-
nessee -State with 24 points,
while teammate Richard -
Martin added 18 points and
'seven rebounds'. Calvin
Garrett scored 21 points for
Peay.
State outshot Peay from the
floor, 50 per cent to 46 per
cent. But Peay had the edge in
rebounds, 48-36.
Rutgers, Baylor and North
Carolina, with Mississippi
State and Penn State tied for
20th.
Last week's Second Ten was
Texas A&M, Ohio State, Notre
Dame, Colorado and
Oklahoma State tied for 14th,
Penn State, Rutgers and
Alabama, with Missis-sippi
State and North Carolina tied
for 19th.
No team dropped out of the
Top Twenty but Baylor moved
in with a 24-19 victory over
Texas Christian that raised its
record to 7-2-1.
The Al' Top Twenty
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams In
The Associated Press college
football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season




2. Mich. 18) 10-1-0
3.S. Calif. 131 10-1-0










14.0kla. St. 8,30 114
.e15.Notre Dame . 1-3-0 112
16.Alabama 8-3-0 72
17. Rutgers 11-0-0 64
18.Baylor 7-2-1 20
19.N. Carolina 9-2-0 17
20.1liss1ppi St. 9-2-0 12














holoscribers rim liar* met
received their bente-delivered
copy of The hierrry ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. et. lileaday-
ft{ or hy 3:30p..ea Seer.
days are striped to call 7331116
between 5:30p.m.aid 6 p. m7,
iitiiiity•Friky, or 3:30 p. as.
end 4p. Seserdays, to taw*
dedivery of the mousy:spec Calls
oast be placed by 6 p. et. week.
days er 4 p. so. Saterdays te
greramtee delivery.
Youngblood Bros.
End Of Year Fence Wire Sale
Mr. Farmer: A major steel company is relocrating a warehouse and we pur-
chased part of their inventory at reduced prices. If you have, had a profitable
year in 1976, you can now SAVE MONEY TWO WAYS:
1. Reduce your 1976 income taxes by buying before Dec. 31, and
2. Take advantage of our special reduced sale prices. You'll save three ways if
the steel companies raise their 1977 prices.
Sale is intended to last through the end of the year, but is limited to our pur-













All Posts Reduced For
Anniversary Sale
uLntity Price Breaks at 250 and 1,000
[ BaHearyb y OWur Bi:rst
121/2 
e
Ga. 4 pt. -










1/4 Mile, 171/2 Ga. $485
1/2 Mile, 171/2 Ga. $885
-All Wirt Is American Made and of Superb Quality-
Youngblood Bros. Shopping Center Is Celebrating 38 Years in Business Since
1938.
Farm Supplies Division is open 8-6 Mon!-Sat.c piscount Center Open til 9 Until Christmas
_Youngblood Bros.
True Value Center - Mayfield, Ky.
,
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To Host Fulton City Thursday
•
Murray Girls Ready
To 0 en Cam al n
By MIKE BRANDON
Lt-dger & Times Sports Editor
Things are looking up for the
girls' basketball team at.
Murray High.
Besides that, other ;teams
are going to be looking up at
Murray High.
The tall anetalented girls'
team will "Open its season
along with the freshman boys
Thursday night by hosting
yulton City.
— Last year, the Tigers won
the District crown and posted
a 17-4 record before being
eliminated in the Regional
championship by Sedalia.
-- Four players who started
on last season's team are back
again.
— The Tiger girls have
plenty of height, good depth
and are a tough defensive unit.
Two of those three elements,
height and defense, are found
in one person, 6-2 senior center
Denise Bumphis.
Bumphis did not play
basketball until her junior
year. In her last 12 games, she
scored over 11 points eight
times and did not score less
than seven in any of those
games.
In the semifinal game of the
Regional against Paducah St.
A
Mary, she fired in a school
record 26 points.
,•`She's greatly improved her
shooting. Toward the end of
last year, she became much
more aggressive and we're
hoping it will carry over into
this season," Coach Fitch
said. 4- •
Bumphis finished the season
with 233 points for a scoring
average of 11.1 per game.
The leading scorer off last
year's club also returns.
Tammy Boone, a 5-9 senior
forward, averaged 14.7 points
per game last season.
In 12.of the 21 Tiger games,
she scored 15 points or more
and in five of those 12 contests,
she chalked up 20 or more
points.
"She's aggressive and
works the boards well. I'm
expecting a great deal of
leadership from her and the
other three seniors on the
team," Coach Fitch said.
Joining Boone at the for-
ward spot will be 5-6 senior
Mary Ann Littleton, a starter
last season.
At the beginning of
practice, she tiffil a thumb
injury that wats giving her
some difficulties: But she's
beginning to come around
Tiger Girls' Roster
Nome Ht. Pos. Yr.
Tammy Boone 5-9 F Sr.
Mary Ann Littleton 5-6 F Sr.
Denise Bumphis 6-2 C Sr.
Marlene Farrell 5-7 G Jr.
Donna Miller 5-10 C Sr.
Jaina Washer 5-5 G So.
Lisa Williams 5-2 G So.
Krista Russell 5-7 F Jr.
Catherine Simmons 5-7 C Fr.
Judy Outland 5-6 G Fr. .
Kathy Outland  5-4 G Fr.
Kay Russell 5-8 C Fr.
Angie Camp 5-5 F So.
Jeanette Cooper 5-6 G So.
Mary Lindsay 5-6 F Fr.









now. She is a cqrpplete, all-
around player," Fitch said.
The Tigers appear strong at
the guard spots with 5-7 junior
Marlene Farrell and 5-5
sophomore Jaina Washer.
"Farrell is a good dribbler
who can hit the open player
with the pass. She's definitely
a smart ballplayer. Washer is
very quick and a good drib-
bler. She's made a lot of im-
provement since( last year,"
Fitch' added.
Farrell started in the back-
court last season while
Washer saw much action in
the reserve role.
Graduation claimed two
Tigers, starting guard. Cindy
Jetton and reserve forward
Lisa Winters. Three other
members of the team did not
come out this season. Guard
Gloria Cavitt had to have knee
surgery, forward Laurie
Crass elected to be a
cheerleader and guard Janet
Smith decided to work instead
of playing ball.
, Even with those losses, the
' Tigers appear to have solid
depth.
Krista Russell, a 5-7 junior
forward who saw considerable
action last year, should again
see a lot of playing time this
season. Another top reserve is
5-10 senior forward Donna
Miller, a three-year veteran
who is very aggressive both on
the boards and on defense.
Another fine young player is
Lisa Williams, a 5-2
sophomore guard who has
shown much promise in
practice thus far.
Another good young player
is Catherine Simmons, a 5-7
freshman forward-center.
"She needs some ex-
perience, that's all. She's very
aggressive and determined,"
Fitch said of Simmons. I-







"Everyone but us has been
playing. That is definitely a
disadvantage when you are up
against people who have
already played three or four
games.
"Right now, we really need
a geame. We have practiced
and practiced and it's to a
point where we really can't
judge how good we are. You
don't know what your
strengths and weaknesses are
until you have played a
game," Fitch added.
Fitch said she expects
'Paducah Tilghman, Carlisle
County and Lowes to be
among the best teams in the
Region. She also said she has
been extremely impressed
with Calloway County.
Here is the complete Tiger
schedule:
Dec. 2 Fulton Clty
Dec. 7 Carlisle County
Dec. 16-18 Laker Tourney
Dec. 20 Mayfield
Jan. 3 at Marshall County
Jan. 10 Tilghman
'Jan. 17 at Farmington
Jan. 20 at Hickman County
Jan. 27 at Fulton City
Jan. 29 Calloway at MSU
Jan. 31 at Mayfield
Feb. 3 Hickman County
Feb. 7 Marshall County
Feb. 17 at Calloway
Feb. 21 St. Mary
Feb.-25 at Fulton Count)
TO OPEN SEASON—The Murray Nigh girls, second in the First Region Tournament lest year, will open their season Thursday at
home by entertaining Fulton City. Members of the team are top row, left to right, Debbie &Wherry, manager, Judy Outland,
Kathy Outland, Catherine Simmons, Denise Bumphis, Donna Miller, Kriste Russell, Kay Russell and Coach Jane Fitch. Front row,
Gloria Cavitt, manager, Mary Lindsay, Jaina Washer, Marlene Farrell, Tammy Boone, Lisa Williams, Mary Ann Littleton, Jeanette
Cooper end assistant coach Allan Beane.
(Staff Matte by Mike Brandon)




NEW YORK (AP) — In the
end, it was Owner George
Steinbrenner's salesmanship
and the lure of playing in the
media capital of the world that
led Reggie Jackson to the New
York Yankees.
-The reason I'm a Yankee is
that George Steinbrenner
Western Kentucky Has
To Struggle For Win
By The Associated Press
Two members of the Ohio Valley Conference from Ken-
tucky had strikingly different experiences on the basketball
courts Monday night: Western Kentucky won by a whisker,
while Morehead State suffered the second worst defeat in its
history.
Forward James Johnson scored the key basket in the
. game, a go-ahead layup with 49 seconds left, to give Western
Centucky a 75-73 win over Arkansas-Little Rock at Bowling, ,
Green.
Alabama, despite the loss of center Leon Douglas through
graduation, put six men in double figures and crushed
Morehead State 114-68 at Tuscaloosa.
In other games involving Kentucky teams, Centre defeated
Maryville, Tenn. 97-66 and Cumberland topped Central State,




Arkansas-Western Kentucky game had 18 ties and nine
a sophomore, and freshman "i
Mary Lindsay. 
lead changes. Neither team ever led by more than six points.
The Tigers are blessed with
four centers, the other besides
Bumphis, Miller and Simmons
being 5-8 freshman Kay
Russell.
"We should be strong
defensively. We were last year
and we have just about the
COLD WEATHER
Keep warm and cozy all winter and save
on heat bills too with a'brick or stone
wood-burning fireplace
ORDER YOUR FIREPLACE BY









with purchase of any
BRICK or STONE wood burning
fireplace installed now thru
December 15th.
TURN YOUR FIREPLACE INTO
A FUEL SAVING FURNACE.
First time available.
For existing fireplaces purchase NEAT BOX for only $1 I 9.95
INSTALLATION DATE PLANNED TO
FIT YOUR CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE!
CONTRACTORh.Weinstalloryouinstall!
Come by our showroom and sec the beautiful styles and sizes to fit any building
or decorating scheme. Plus a complete line of glass screens and accessories for











Both teams are now 1-1 on the season.
The 6-foot-7 Johnson led Western Kentucky with 25 points
and 15 rebounds, but Arkansas guard Robert Griffin took
game scoring honors with 33 points.
Guard Mike Prince, who sank two key foul shots near the
end of the game, chipped in 16 points for the Hilltoppers.
At Tuscaloosa, 13th-ranked Alabama rolled up a 13-1 lead
before Morehead State, a preseason choice as runner-up in
the OVC, scored its first field goal.
The Crimson Tide rolled up leads of 37-7 and 86-33 to give
Coach C.M. Newton his 300th victory.
Herbie Stamper led Morehead State's scoring with 19 poin-
ts, while Ted Hundley added 16.
Wild Card Spot Isn't
Possible For Steelers
By The Associated Press
It is, in a peculiar sort of
way, a win-it-all-or-else
situation for the Pittsburgh
Steelers. Either they win the
American Conference's
Central Division title or else
they watch the National
Football League playoffs on
television.
Two division titles already
have been clinched —
Minnesota in the National
Conference Central Division
and Oakland in the AFC West.
The next two to be decided
are in the NFC. In the West,
Los Angeles is a victory away
from clinching, needing only a
triumph over Atlanta or
Detroit or a loss by second-
place San Francisco. In the
East, Dallas also is one vic-
tory away and can take the
title by beating' either
Philadelphia or Washington.
That would leave four
playoff spots up for grabs —
the titles in the AFC East and
Central divisions and the two
wild-card berths, going to the
best runner-up 'team in each
conference. The NFC wild
card will go to either St. Louis
or Washington in the East
since each team, at 8-4, is two
games- ahead of any other
runner-up with two to play. If
they end up tied, the Redskins
get the playoff berth, having
beaten St. Louis twice.
The AF'( Eist is a two-team
race between Baltimore,
which already has clinched a
playoff berth but not the title,
and New England, which is
one victory away from locking
up Use AFC's wild card. And it
is New England's success
which makes Pittsburgh's
task difficult.
The Steelers, at 8-4, trail
Cincinnati, 9-3, the AFC
Central leader, by one
game.They also trail New
England, 9-3, by one game
with two to play. And the
Patriots will be favored to win
their final two games, against
New Orleans and Tampa Bay.
Thus, the AFC wild-card is a
virtual certainty for the Pats.
They still have a shot at the
East title — but it is unlikely
they will overtake the Colts,
who play their last two games
against St. Louis and Buffalo.
Even if the Steelers win
their final two games against
Tampa Bay and Houston and
the Pats lose one, leaving
them in a tie for the best
runner-up spot in the AFC, the
wild card goes to New
England since it beat Pitt-
sburgh 30-27 last Sept. 26.
Thus, the Steelers cannot
count on a wild card. They
have to win the division title.
They have got to catch Cin-
cinnati. And that is where
Oakland gets into the act.
The Raiders, the winningest
team in the league this season
at 11-1, entertain the Bengals
next Monday night.
If the Bengals win that
game, they can just about
conaider the divisional crown
theirs, since they will close the
season as heavy fav.nrites
against the New York Jets.
And two victories would keep
them one game ahead of
Pittsburgh, even • if the
SteeleFs also win two.
outhustled everybody else,"
said Jackson, who reportedly
accepted a $3 million, five-
year deal Monday to join the
American League champions.
"Steinbrenner's like me,"
said Jackson, "a little bit
crazy and a hustler."
And because the Yankee
owner has a good deal of
charm to boot, Jackson settled
for less money from the
Yankees than he could have
had elsewhere.
"Four clubs offered more
money than the Yankees,"
said Gary Walker, Jackson's
agent.
But none of those teams had
Steinbrenner doing the of-
fering.
The Jackson agreement
came 10 days after the
Yankees paid a reported $2
million for a six-year contract
with. another free agent,
pitcher Don Gulfett.
That .$5 million investment
rivaled the amount spent by
the California Angels as top
dollar in the free agent
sweepstakes. But the Angels
came away with tivee players
for their money — outfielders
Joe Rudi and Don Baylor and
infielder Bobby Grich.
Originally, Grich had been
one of the Yankees' high
priorities in this auction of
some of baseball's top talent.
President Gabe Paul wanted
him to solve the Yankees'
shortstop problem.
But Steinbrenner preerred
Jackson, a home run slugger
with charisma. And Jackson,
as it turned out, preferred
New York.
-Other clubs offered more
money," said Jackson. But I
think certain things are a lot
more meaningful than
money."
There were other factors, of
course. The Yankees are
defending AL champions, a
proven winning team with the
Most Valuable Player,
Thurman Munson, heading a
solid lineup. They would seem
to have a good chance to be
back near the top next year
and Jackson enjoys the
spotlight that follows a win-
ning team. He could not have
had that with the two other
main contenders for his
services, the Montreal Expos
and San Diego Padres.
"I was envious watching the
Balt 10 2
N. Eng 9 3
Miami 5 7
NY Jets 3 9
World Series last October,"
said the slugger, who served
as a television commentator
during the Series. "I should
still have been playing. I think
I can alleviate that feeling
playing for the Yankees,
riding on Munson's shirt-
tails."
Munson, who attended the
Jackson announcement along
with outfielder Roy White and
Yankee Coaches Yogi Berra
and Elston Howard, flashed a
Pro Football
wide grin at the remark.
"It will be exciting playing
in Yankee Stadium," said
Jackson. "I can't imagine
what it will be like to put on
pinstripes. It will be exciting
hitting home runs in Yankee
Stadium as a Yankee."
Jackson has hit them there
before. His 281 career homers
are third best among active
American League players,
behind only Carl Yastrzemski
and Bong Powell. He needs
just 19 more homers to
become the 38th player in
baseball his-tory to reach 300.
Standings .Area Cage Picks









Buff 2 10 .167 198 260
Central Division
Cinci It 3 .750 273 172
Cleve 8 4 .667 240 238
Fitts 84 .667 279 138
Hstn 5 7 .417 215 239
Western Division
x-Oak 11 1 0 .917 291 217
Deny 7 5 0 .583 270 176
S Diego 5 7 0 .417 335 254
K.C. 4 8 0 .333 235 345
Tpa Bay 0 12 0 .000 111 339
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
Dallas 10 2 0 ..833 256 160
S Louis 8 4 0 .667 268 236
Wash 8 4 0 .667 227 187
Phila 3 9 0 .250 131 250
NY Gts 210 0 .187 132 22
Central Division
x-Minn 9 2 1 .792 256 160
Dtrt 6 6 0 .00235 176
Chcgo 6 6 0 .500 205 181
C'-ri Bay 4 8 0 .333 185 259
Western Division
LA. 8 3 1 .708272 173
S Fran 7 5 0 .583 236 170
N °Fins 4 8 0 .332 240 292
AtInta 4 8 0 .333 152 232
Stle 210 0 .167 212 368
x-clinched division title
Monday's Result
San Francisco 20, Minnesota
16
Saturday's Games
Baltimore at St. Louis
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Sunday's Games
New Orleans at New England
Washington at New York Jets
Detroit at New York Giants
Dallas at Philadelphia
Tampa Bay at Pittsburgh
Houston at Cleveland
Green Bay at Minnesota
Buffalo at Miami
Kansas City at Denver
San Francisco, at San Diego
Chicago at Seattle
Monday, Dec. 6
Cincinnati at Oakland, in
FULTON COUNTY at
Reidland by three -
Farmington at FANCY FARM
by 19
Wingo at MAYFIELD* by
seven
Murray at TRIGG COUNTY
by six
St. Mary at SYMSON1A by 12
Ballard at HEATH by two




Compact mobile CB Transceiver
Modest price, small size, big performance, 23-channel CB
two-way radio features the latest technological advances
including Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuitry.
• RE power output ill watts maximum • Phase Lock Loop (PLC)
circuitry synthesizes all 23 channels. All necessary crystals in-
cluded • Volume. variable Squelch, switchable Automatic Noise
• Limiter (ANL) controls • Transmit/Modulation light • Channel indi-
cator light • Automatic maximum modulatibn circuit • Push-to-talk
dynamic mike with coiled cord • Jack- for—external speaker • Com-
pact size: 57/1 W, 2" H. 83/4" D • 3 dyrufrnic speaker • Power
required: 12 VDC pos or neg. ground • FCC license required
Lay-Away For Christmas
We Service G.E. Radios We Sell
Murray Appliance
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SAN FRANCISCO (API —
The San Francisco 49ers'
Delvin Williams and Wilbur
Jackson pierced Minnesota's
proud defensive unit for 309
yards, leaving some of the
Vikings speechless.
"What can I say? Anything
would sound like sour
grapes," All-Pro tackle Alan
Page said, the sour taste of a
20-16 loss to the 49ers still in
Pro Cage
Standings




W L Pct. GB
Philphia 11 8 .579
Boston 10 8 .556 41
NY Knks 9 10 .474 2
NY Nets 8 11 .421 3
Buffalo 8 12 .400 3lei
Central Division
Cleve '— - 14 4 .778
11 5 .688 2
11 8 .579 Pi




Washton 7 14/ .3 7
Atlanta 7 13 .350 8
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 13 4 .765
Detroit 11 9 .550 3‘.2
Kan City 11 10 .524 4
Indiana 8 11 .421 6
Chicago 2 12 .143 94,2
Milwitee 3 18 .143 12
Pacific Division
Portland 12 5 .706 —
Seattle 12 8 .600
Los Ang 10 8 .556 2kt
Golcin St 8 10 .444 02









Golden State at Chicago
Detroit at San Antonio
Portland at Milwaukee
Washington at Los Angeles
Wednesday's Games
Seattle at Boston
Phoenix at New York ,Nets
Denver at Philadelphia
Detroit at Houston
Milwaukee at New Orleans
Portland at Indiana








"We got our backsides
kicked," said the more
talkative Fran Tarkenton.
"We've been getting our
backsides kicked the last six
weeks, even though we've
been winning."
The 49ers took a four-game
losing streak against the
playoff-bound Vikings, and
rookie Scott Bull was at
quarterback in place of in-
jured Jim Plunkett to direct
the offense which totaled a
mere 88 yards a week earlier
against Los Angeles.
"We wanted to run at them
and that's what we did. We ran
it straight up the middle,"
said Williams, who totaled 153
yards despite sitting out most
of the last period with a
sprained ankle.
"Our plan was to run the
ball and to pass as little as
possible, to keep the pressure
off Scott," added Williams
who, with 1,012 yards for the
season, is within 37 yards- of
Joe Perry's team record of
1,049 yards, which has stood
since 1954.
"The line doing the job it did
made things easy," said
Jackson, whose 30 rushes
netted 156 yards.
Bull, in his first „NFL start,
passed only eight times and
completed three for 32 yards.
Murray Sta
Open Seas°
The Murray State women's
basketball team opened its
season Monday night by being
romped 77-50 by Western
Kentucky, University. j
Ilurray, playing without the,
services of three of the tallest
players on the team, stayed
close for the first 10 minutes of
the contest but Western pulled
away and went on to enjoy a
40-23 lead at intermission.
Sindy Macovik, a 6-0 center,
and her sister, Sandy, did not
return from Thanksgiving
break in time to make the trip
while 6-3 freshman standout
Mary Jane Gates was ill and
could not make the contest.
"We failed to utilize the
height we did have," said
Racer Coach Dewdrop
Rowlett.
"In the last minutes of the
first half, we kind of fell apart
They had some very quick
guards and we ran out of
See Marjorie Major
Travel CoNsvitont
FAR LANDS TAME, AGENCY
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 4 11mlik
No Charge by no.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call I
753-GOGO (4646)






He appraised his performance
as "good, considering the
game plan."
With their running success,
the 49ers made their record 7-
5, and at least postponed their
elimination from the National
Football Conference West
race. The NFC - Central
champion Vikings are 9-2-1, no
longer claiming the best
record in the conference.
The 49e1's' first touchdown
drive, ending with Jackson's
two-yard blast into the end
zone, was accomplished on
eight running plays. A 24-yard
run by Jackson set up Steve
Mike-Mayer's 45-yard field
goal which made the score 10-
0.
Tarkenton's second-quarter
touchdown passes of 18 yards
to Sammy White and eight
yards to Ahmad Rashad had
given the Vikings a 13-10 lead.
The 49ers went ahead to stay
when Bull leaned into the end
zone 41 seconds before the
half.
The only second half scoring
came on field goals by
Minnesota's Fred Cox and the.
49ers' Mike-Mayer. The
Vikings; -Chuck Foreman,
whose 93 yards. put him -at
1,035 for the year, was stopped
on a fourth-and-one situation
at the 49ers' 15-yard line with
two minutes left, and the
game ended when Tarkenton
over-threw Rashad in the end
zone on a 33-yard pass.
te Women
n With Loss
steam. Then in the second
half, they picked up where
they had left off," Rowlett
added.
Brenda Chapman, who
started at guard for the Lady
Haltoppers, led all scorers in
the contest with 24 points
while guard Donna Doelmann,
who did not start, tossed in 15
points. They were the only two
'Toppers to reach twin
figures.
For the Lady _, Racers,
Debbie Hayes was the only
player in double digits as she
tossed in 12 points. Sophomore
forward Jackie Jo Mounts
added nine points while
Roxanne Maddix and Cindy
Leimbach each scored eight.
The Murray -State-women
will open their home season
with a 5:15 p. m. contest
Saturday in the Sports Arena
against Southeast Missouri.
At 7:30 p. m., Murray State





Murray ( 50) — Hughes 2,
Parrish 3, Maddix 8, Mounts 9,
Schwartz 2, Stokely 1, Flory 3,
Blackburn 2, Leimbach 8 and
Hayes 12.
Western (77) — England 3,
Price 6, Condit 2, Wilk 2,
Chapman 24, Howard 6,
Penny, Lane 8, James 2,
Kordenbrach 8, Doelmann -15,
Robin 1 and Smith.
Overton Previews, Furgerson
Reviews At Thoroughbred Club
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Murray State football coach
Bill Furgerson and basketball
coach Fred Overton were the
featured speakers Monday
night at a meeting of the
Thoroughbred Club in Stewart
Stadium.
In addition to the featured
speakers, a group of Racer
football players were honored.
Seven senior members of
the team were introduced.
They included Al Martin, Buff
Fritz, Bernie Behrendt, Bruce
Walker, Emodi Amagwula,
Darrell Ramsey and Chuck
Wempe.
Alto introduced were a
group of Racers who received
All-Conference honors.
Freshman kicker Hank
LaGorce was named to the
First Team Offense while
guard Dan Hutchison, only a
sophomore, was named to the
Second Team Offense. -
The Racers had three
players on the First Team
Defense. They were senior
defensive end Chuck Wempe,
senior defensive back Bruce
Walker and junior defensive
back Eddie McFarland, who
made the team for the second
consecutive time.
Senior linebacker Al Martin
was named to the Second
Team Defense as was
sophomore tackle Bruce
Martin. Sophomore center
Jim Jez received. honorable
mention on the offensive team
as did sophomore punter Wes
Furgerson.
"We had two seasons,"
Racer Coach. Bill Furgerson
said.
"One of those 'Seasons was
one, game, against Western
Kentucky. We won that
season. The other season was
the other 10 games on the
schedule. Five or six points in
the right places and we could
have won the second season
too."
Furgerson said he and his
staff are traveling all across
the southeastern United States
in ap all-out effort' to recruit
top-notch football players.
"We want to get te the point
where we can be favored in
games. In every game this
year, we were underdogs,
according to the odd-
smakers."
At one point in the season, it
would have seemed im-
possible that the Racers would
finish third in the league with
a 4-3 conference record.
"I've told the reporters, the
squad and other people that it
is simply a matter of our
having a group with a great
deal of character. They
worked as-hard on thelastday
of practice as they did on the -
first day.
"This is due to the character
of the man, his family
background and in partial, to
the coaching staff. Also, you
all did not give up on us. You
(the fans) gathered together
each week and regrouped with
us.
"At many times, your op-
timism gave me the strength
to go on," said an emotional
Furgerson. .
"The one big difference in
Going Out Of Business Sale
Still On At
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By The Associated Press
Auburn responded to, a
halftime tongue-lashing by
Coach Bob Davis Monday
night and rolled to an 84-61
college basketball victory
over Appalachian State and
13th-ranked Alabama handed
Coach C. M. Newton his 300th
victory.
Auburn had spurted to an
early 18-4 lead oier
Appalachian, but saw it
whittled to only three points.
40-37, at halftime.
Mike Mitchell led the Tiger
attack with 17 points and
Pepto Bolden Contributed 16
points and had 13 rebounds
Calvin B ote-aa led
Appalachian with 14 points.
Mississippi State had an 84-
70 lead with 4:23 remaining,
but New Orleans reeled off
nine straight points to close
the final margin.
Ray White poured in 25 and
Gary Hooker 21 to pace the
Bulldogs, while Adrith
Wearren had 22 for the losing
Privateers.
our football program is you,
the supporters. We tell our
kids that Murray is a good
place to go to school and a
good place to live. The people
of this town are our best
recruiting tool," he added.
While Furgerson spoke in a
serious overtone, Fred
Overton was just the opposite,
drawing laughter from the
crowd with his relaxed
speech.
"Don't believe all that 'stuff -
you read in the papers about
what I said about our team
going to win the conference
and all that. I was just playing
around. Everyone else said
they felt we were going to be
tough so I just went along with
them," he said.
"We see our season as three
games, the two we've already
played at New Orleans and the
one with Kansas Wednesday.
W,e were hoping to win two of
thoSe but I've learned one
thing _from Cal Luther.
"When you go on the road to
places like New Orleans and
Kansas, if you can just go into
the last five minutes and have
a chance to win the game,
you've done well.
"We had a chance to win the
game at New Orleans (Friday
when the Racers fell 105-76 to
the hosts) but I'm not going to
talk about the last five
minutes.
"Actually, everything broke
for them and nothing broke for
us. Toward the end of the
game, we threw in a lot of
young kids.
"Illinois State never had a
chance to beat New Orleans.
They were behind something
like 30-12 at one time,"
Overton added.
To give an indication of how
strong New Orleans is, they
were edged last night 86-83 at
Mississippi State, which
figures to be a contender in the
SEC race. It was the third
game in four nights for New
Orleans:
"We have to come back 
from Kansas and starting
Saturday night when we play
Butler, win our next six home
games. Then we have to go out
and play Las Vegas.
"Man, they scored over 90
points the other night in the
first half against a team from
China. You know, China and
Venezuela ought to get hooked
up somewhere," Overton
chuckled, which brought a
roar from the crowd.
"We'd l'eally like to come'
away from the Vegas Tour-
nament with one win but it's a
really tough field. Besides us
and Vegas, Bradley and
Oklahoma are in it," Overton
added. ,
Overton said his club did not
play that well in the tourney at
New Orleans, even thougtr
they did manage to win 83-82
Saturday over Northeast
Louisiana to take third place.
"We got a super offensive
effort out of Woolard but he
didn't do anything on defense.
I won't tell you all anything I
don't tell him," Overton said.
Then he pointed to a cup on
the table.
"If Grover tried guarding
that thing, it would probably
put a move on him and draw a
foul," Overton laughed, again
drawing a roar from the
crowd.
"We got a great game
Friday out of Donnell Wilson
but he just didn't get
motivated for Saturday's
game-but. I'll take the blame
for that. That's my job.
"John Randall was streaky
and Jimmy Warren didn't
play that well. . . Danny
Jarrett was hurt and didn't get
to play that much 'Saturday
because we kept thinking
Wilson would break loose but
he never did.
"Mike Muff is a super
player but he just kept
shooting left handed the whole
time. I told him, 'Mike, you
are righthanded."
"If he ever gets that left
hand down, he's going to be
something.
"It just takes a while to get
junior college players
organized. They come here
and they are used to running
around disorganized and
scoring 120 points per game.
"We set up our first play
against New Orleans and what
I wanted was to overplay
against their forwards and
send someone in backdoor.
Well, Wilson got loose and he
went in and simply stuffed the
ball.
"The rest of the night, he
was running all over people,
wanting to get in and stuff it
again. The kids want to learn
to stay in the offense. If they
do, it makes me look good. But
when they don't and they wind
up going in and stuffing one, it
really makes them look,
good."
Overton did not predict the
outcome of the OVC race.
"We have to win all of our
games at home and split on
the road," he added.
His club will open it.; horrie
season Saturday at 7:30 p. m.
in the Sports Arena -against
Butler, which lost by three at
Ohio State Saturday night.
supposedly, has its
best 'team in the history of the
school.
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753 7205 or night 753 2360
specially sized and scienti-
fically engineered to fit
the big and tall man, tail-
ored of permanent press
polyester and cotton in
fashion solids and exciting
patterns.
qraham & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
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ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES — Mrs. Millie C. Moore of Moore Advertising in 
Paducah
presents a Ihipls gni Sint( tails Ally -11)1 8.11) PO( Caughes itt the Ipurnalisni 
anti
Kadin-TV Department at Murray State University to be placed in the university library.
Mrs. Moore, presented the work, -Specialty Advertising in Marketing" by Georg
e Her-
ne!, while she was on campus to speak to the advertising class about her 
company.
Her presentation was sponsored by the Speciality Adsertising 
Association In-
ternational of which Moore Advertising is a member.
TVA Chairman Says Defeat
Shows Public Is Informed
TVA Chairman Aubrey J.
Wagner says the defeat of
antinuclear initiatives
November 2 shows that an
informed public recognizes
the need for nuclear power to
help meet the Nation's energy
needs.
•'One of the most significant
results of the elections was the
rejection of antinuclear
measures by the voters in six
states," Wagner said. "These
referenda, defeated by about a
2-to-1 margin, were generally
similar to the initiative that
California voters had also
rejected 2-to-1 last June."
This makes seven states
with a population of 42 million,
about 20 percent of the Nation,
that have held elections and
endorsed nuclear power, he
said.
"The great significance of
these votes, I believe, is that
they show the public's un-
derstanding of the importance
of energy in their daily lives
and their recognition that
nuclear power is one of the
essential forms that must be
used in the years immediately
ahead," Wagner said.
Speaking following a recent
Board meeting, the TVA
Chairman added that "It
again illustrates that the
American people, given ac-
cess to the facts, will make
sensible decisions.
"Those responsible for
energy supply have been
virtually unanimous in their
support for nuclear power,
and it is good to know that this
energy source has received
the endorsement of labor,
scientists, engineers, and
voters in seven states," he
said.
"Opponents of nuclear
energy have quoted Albert
Einstein to the effect that
nuclear power Must be taken
Doctor
in the Kitchen'
by Laurence M Hursh. M D
Consultant, National Dairy Council
NUTRMON A LA CARTE
• A man spending 2.500 cal-
ories a day netlds a pound of
fuel from food This doesn't man
all he eats would weigh a pound
But the dry weight of all the
nutrients in his food would come
to that Thus, any pill that would
in the future furnish all our food
needs is impossible Who could
swallow a pound of pills per day'
• When I was growing up ice
cream was a delicacy we could
enjoy on special occasions, par-
ticularly in the sumn-4.T. Now it is
economically available all year
round Ice cream makes a
notable contribution to your
nourishment Proteins, calcium
and riboflavin a B-vitamini are
the main nutrients
• Ni) food is produced now ,
adays without the use of en-
ergy So if you eat too much
you are contributing to the
overall energy shortage It also
means you are storing too much
fat and creating your own energy
crisis within your body Keep
yourself trim and you won't
overuse or overstore energy
• While it's wise to begin early
to create food habits to prevent
obesity, feeding a baby a skim
milk formula is not the way to do
it A skim milk formula may
provide too few calories and
more important. the- balance
among fats, proteins and car-
bohydrates would be too low in
fat, and too high in protein and
milk sugar
• A 25-year experiment at
Michigan State University dis-
proves the basic assumption of
the so-called organic nutrition-
ists — that' organically grown
foods are more nutritious Re-
search shows there simply are
not any nutritional differences
between foods grown in soils fer-
tilized with animal or synthetie-
fertilizers
• Here are some foods that
give you about the same amount
of protein three eggs — two
one-ounce slices of cheddar
cheese — two ounces of cooked
lean meat, fish, or poultry — or
four ounces of creamed cottage
cheese —.that's about a half cup
of cottage cheese This 'means





November 19 — Navy
Seaman Robert L. Un-
derwood, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle Underwood of 1503
Dudley Drive, Murray, has
completed recruit training at
the Naval Training Center,
Orlando, Fla.
During the eight-week
training cycle, he studied
general military subjects
designed to prepare him for
further academic and on-the-
job training in one of the
Navy's 85 basic occupational
fields.
Among the subjects he
studied were seamanship,
close order drill, Naval
history and first aid.
A 1976 graduate of Murray
High School, he joined the
Navy in November 1975.
to the 'village square' for a
decision. It has been taken to
the 'village square,' and the
people in seven states have
spoken in favor of nuclear
energy.
"Now we might hope that
the regulatory agencies and
other Government policy-
makers will get the message,
and let us get on with the job of
meeting energy needs in the
years to come."
More Blacks Holding Offices In Kentucky
Kentucky blacks hold 67
elective offices in the state,
compared to 6,3 one year ago
and 26 in 1969, but Galen
Martin, executive director of




of black citizens that con-
tinues to exist In Kentucky as-
a whole and in many cities and
counties."
A report released today by
the Commission cited the
following areas as having
severe under-representation
of blacks,in public office.
— the all-white school
boards in 11 school districts
were at least one fifth of the
total enrollment is black and
in 23 other districts were the
black student enrollments
range between 10 and 20 per
cent. • --
- the all-white city councils
in 32 cities with populations of
1,000 or more and black
populations greater than 10
per cent.
— nonlegislative city
government positions in cities
with substantial percentages
of black residents.
The Commission's 25 page
report, entitled Kentucky
Directory of Black Elected
Officials, found that since 1969
the total number of black
officials has increased by 41,
or 157.7 per cent, and the
Asia, one of the seven conti-
nents, is much bigger than any
of the others. It is as big as the
two Americas and bigger than
Africa and Europe put togeth-
er. East to west it stretches
_about a third of the way around
the world.
There are three countries
larger than the United States.
They are the Soviet Union,
China, and Canada.
E"  Preview Why Jimmy Hotta
had to die.
It began with a sinister deal
made over 30 years ago
between Hotta and The
Mob Here s the shocking
story of why Hoffa s rub
out was lust business'
From an irnportant forth-
coming book
number of Kentucky counties
with black officeholders
within then i boundaries in-
creased from 14 to 34.
Despite these gains, Ken-
tucky has dropped eight
plhces since 1970 in a national
ranking of states by total
number of black elected of-
ficials. In 1970, Kentucky
ranked fifteen among the 50
states in black elected of-
ficials, and in 1976 Kentucky
ranked twenty-third, ac-
cording to statistics compiled
by the Joint Center for
Political Studies in
Washington, D. C.
A gap of 366 black officials
was found between the present
total and the number neecled
to provide Kentucky's black
citizens with a level of
representation comparable to
their proportion of the state's
population, the report said.
To close the gap, the
Commission called on
governemtn officials to ap-
point blacks to electlyg
positions as vacancies occur.
The Commission also urged
party and community leaders
to encourage blacks to seek
public office.
Although blacks make up 7.2
per cent of Kentucky's total
population and 6.6 per cent of
its voting age population, the
67 blacks now in office
represent only one per cent of
approximately 6,600 elected
officials in the state.
Kentucky's 67 black of-
ficeholders include 41 city
council or city commission
members, 12 school board
members, 9 county officials, 2
state representatives and one
state senator, one mayor, and
one police court judge.
The greatest gain since 1969
was reported at the city
government 'level where
blacks gained 27 additional
council seats.
County and school board
offices, where the number of




from 3 in 1969 to 9 in 1976,
while the number of black sh-
cool board members rose
from 4 to 12. No change has
occurred in the number of
blacks in state level offices
since 1968 when the election of
Kentucky's first black State
Senator increased that total to
3.
The 13 Kentucky cities found
to have the most severe under-
representation of blacks in
council or commission posts in






The 11 local school boards
reported to have the most
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The Triple Header
Dares To Match
Shaves with A Blade
Without Blood.
• Dial-a-Brew • brews coffee dark, Medium or light
according to individual taste.
• Perfect coffee, consistent results every time.
• Space-age styling. Dishwasher-safe glass server.
• Pay more, pay less, but you just can't buy a finer
coffee maker.




Pay More, Pay Less, But You Just
Can't Buy A Finer Coffee Maker
severe under-representation














Robert C. Moody, 19, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Moody
of Route 8, Murray, Ky., has
been promoted to his present
rank while serving at the
Marine Corps Air Station New
River, Jacksonville, N. C.
-A 1975 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he joined






search for the 1977 Princess
Soya to represent Kentucky in
the National Contest this
August in Louisville.
Application blanks can be
secured by interested can-
didates age 18 thru 25 from the
University or College you
attend or from the Home
Economist in your local
county extension office.
The Kentucky finals will be
staged at the Ramada Inn in
Madisonville on January 27th.
The Princess Soya selected
there will represent Kentucky
for the coming year. Judging
is weighed upon personality,
knowledge of nutritional value
of soybeans and ability to
relate the advantages of this
wonder crop in the American
as well as the world diet.
COPYING/DUPLICATING PROOUCls .t
• OFFSET • COPIERS • F LuiD •
• COLLATORS • PLATE MAKERS
• FOLDERS
A COMPLETE LINE OF PAPERS
AND SUPPLIES
SALES AND SERVICENEW ARO USED EQUIPMENT
116 NORTH 7TH
MAY FIELD 247 5912





It's One Electric That's Earned




The very Special may to remember
Model No. HP-1121
Norelco "'""r"'"• 12 extra better cups of
coffee—doubles the ca-
pacity of the Norelco 12
automatic drip filter cof-
fee maker.
• Perfect for entertaining
—holds coffee at the
proper serving tempera-
ture.


























• D&-a-Brep • controls the flavor of the
coffee according to individual taste prefer-
ences for dark rnedprm or loghl call..
• Temperature and brewing time are •
precisely regulated to extract the most
desirable elements of Mayor and aroma
• 600z capacity lup to 12 CuPS
• Stain-resrstant warming plate automatic
ally holds cotfee at the pedect serving
temperature for hours
• Coftere experts recommend the drIp Nur
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Juliette Home Entertainment Music Center on Rolling Cart
•FM AM FM Stereo Multiplex
*Built-in 8-Track Cartridge Player
*Built-in Full Size Automatic Phono
Changer with Dust Cover
*Walnut Grained Vinyl Veneered Wood
•4-Way Air Suspension Speaker System
with formed Grills
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ammo= ••••1•11 11101••• M.= •••••• •1•111•MI MIIM .".•=1; 211•:: mom Mimi* Miwil
Precor Stereo
AM/FM Stereo w/8 Track and BSR Changer
Slide Controls




Save10.07 At Say-Rite Today!
$298.00
VALUE
• ••.•• •••••= MC= =MEI 1=0INI =IMO •••=1 =Rom im•m• •m•riz z••!!.. te• ?2•12 i••2 =••11. =:...•• =•• EE•.= =•.= E•x.r.:7_. -•- -•- -•- •-•.. •-....•- -.•--•- -
•8-Track Stereo Music System
*Rotary Control Selects
AM, FM, FM Stereo, Tape,
Auxiliary Input, or Phono
*Blackout Dial Scale
*Swi.tchtable AFC on FM
*Equipped for Quadra Fi,
4 Speaker Ambience
BSR-4800DX
BSR Automatic Record Changer
Precision Engineered to bring out
all the beauty in records and handle
with special care
Save 948.12
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Silent Vigil Held At Capitol By
Opponents Of Capital Punishment
FRANKFORT, Ky. API - the capital punishment issue
A silent vigil was held in front which is before the current
of the Kentucky Capitol by session of the state
about tv‘o dozen persons legislature."
Monday night to demonstrate The general assembly
their opposition to capital begins a special session
punishment. Wednesday. One of the items
Most of those who stood to be considered is changing!
silently, holding candles, were Kentucky's death penal' •
Quakers. The Friends Meeting statutes to bring them in line
Of Louisville called for the with recent U.S. Supreme
vigil to show "concern over Court decisions.
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Monday s Puzzle















































































17 Satiate 31 Lock opener 41 Girl's name
20 Ouarrei 33 E xpire 415 Civil injury
22 Note of 34 Temporary 46 Beams
Mlle shefler 48 Fench for
25 Recipient of 36 Macaw -summer
 - gill-. --il Girl ”,krilf• 50 
Dawn
26 i 'Mid 9 Pronoun. ...,,.. goddess
27 Entavgles 10 Musty 2 51 Cry of sheep
28 Arabian 41 Mental 53 Rupees
garment image labbr I
29 Hindu 42 One 54 Negative
Barry Master, a member of
the Friends Meeting Of
LouisvIle and a spokesman for
the group, said those present
would meditate for about an
hour.
The group stood silent on the
stone steps.
The stillness of the cold,
clear night seemed intensified
by snow on the ground, which
muffled the sounds of traffic in
the city of Frankfort below.
Most of these people
from the Friends Meeting Of
Louisville," Master said.
"Some other concerned people
came along too. We also have
some people here from the
Friends Meeting Of
Lexington."
He said the group would like
to see the general assembly do
away with the death penalty.
"In our opinion the death
penalty is not a deterrent to
crime. In the final analysis it's
are a retribution," he said.
"Quakers not only oppose
the taking of human life, but
we believe capital punishment
is used in a discriminatory
manner against minorities.
Also, the ones executed tend to
be the poor."
Master said more than 50
per cent of the persons now on
death row in prisons across
the country are members, of
black and Spanish-speaking




Gilmore Calls For Board To
Either Execute Or Release Him
SALT LAKE CITY (API-
Gary Mark Gilmore, calling
members of the state pardons
board "cowards" and daring
them to execute him before a
firing squad, says that if they
refuse "they should let me
go."
Gilmore was to appear
before the board today for a
review of his sentence for
killing a motel clerk.
"I will ask them to simply
accept the sentence given to
me by the judge, jury and the
Supreme Court, and Ltiope to
make this clear to them,"
Gilmore, 35, told a Salt Lake
Tribune reporter in an iA-
tervjew.
Earlier, Gilmore wrote the
three board members a
defiant letter laced with ob-
scenities urging them to
uphold his death sentence:
"Let's do it, you cowards.
"I do not seek or desire your
clemency ...," he said in the
four-line letter made public
Monday. "The sentence was
set - I accept it."
The Tribune's interview,
reported in a copyright article
in today's editions, followed a
restraining order issued by
U.S. District Court Judge
Willis W. Ritter against the
Utah Board of Corrections,
'which had refused to allow
reporters access to Gilmore.
The board said it would appeal
the ruling.
"You can't take someone's
life or do some wrong and then
start to sniffle because you are
punished," Gilmore told the
Tribune's George A. Sorensen,
the only reporter he agreed to
see.
"If the board and the court
Ms %NI IN
Napoleon was ready





































GIVE HIM 500 ASPIRINS
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do not wish to accept the
sentence handed-down, they
should let me go," Gilmore
was quoted as saying.
He said he still wants to
marry his girl friend, Nicole
Barrett, and, asked if he had a
message for her, said, "Give
her my deepest love. I love her
more than life."
Shirley Pedler of the Utah
affiliate of the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) has
said her group and others
would seek a stay if Gilmore
were given his wish to die. The
ACLU, which opposes capital
punishment, contends the
execution should be delayed
until the constitutionality of
Utah's death penalty law is
tested.
Robert Van Sciver, one of
several lawyers representing
other inmates on Utah's Death
Row, has said appeals aimed
at stopping the execution
would be filed immediately if
Gilmore gets a new date with
the firing squad on grounds
that the execution would
prejudice other cases.
Gilmore was convicted of
killing Bennie Bushnell, 25,
during a robbery last July. -
Gilmore testified that he
ordered Bushnell, who left an
infant child and young widow,
to lie on the floor and then put
a pistol against the clerk's
head and pulled the trigger.
• Gilmore told the Tribune he
felt - the death penalty "is
proper." He said he does not
wish to spend another 18 years
in prison and believes he is
-being practical in accepting
the sentence."
The last execution in the
United States was on June 2,
1967, when Luis Jose Monge
died in Colorado's gas
chamber. More than 400 men
and women await possible






Netherlands (AP) - The
leaders of the European
Common Market agree that
they cannot deal with many of
their pressing economic
problems until Jimmy Carter
is inaugurated and the oil-
exporting countries decide
how much they are going to
raise the price of crude oil.
Because of this, the nine
Common Market countries
generally agree that the so-
called North-South conference
between the industrial and
developing countries,
scheduled to open Dec. 15 in
Paris, should be postponed,
Foreign Minister Garrett
Fitzgerald of Ireland told
reporters Monday after the
first day of a two-day meeting
of Common Market presidents
and prime ministers.
The participants in the
Faro talks are the United
States, seven other in-
thistrialized countries and 19
developing nations. The Third
World nations hope to obtain
help with their foreign debt
burden and guaranteed prices
for their raw materials as the
first step toward a new world
economic system. But a year
of technical-level negotiations
has made no progress.
"It makes absolutely no
sense to push ahead" when
U.S. policies may change after
Jan. 20, West German
Chancellor ilelput Schmidt
told a news conference.
Fitzgerald --said the
European leaders favor a






Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
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bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 1.0 $2A0. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.












DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.




Holman Jones, 217 S.





SOS Mao lalied P. I.
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to thank
those who assisted the
1974 Dodge Colt in ac-
cident on 121 Highway
on Sunday night. Joe
Wilburn.
5 Lost And Found
FOUND HALF grown
female cat. White with
black spots. Wearing




PART TIME CLEAN up
work. Mature ap-
plicants. Men or women.
Man and wife team,
O.K. Probably 3 to 6
hours daily after 3:30











































COME? Bow about a
Tax Shelter for second
income. Call 753-7644








• number to P.O. Box 577,
Murray, Ky.
BOYS ANIt1. GIRLS. No








nesday, December 1, at















forms, etc. Can read





hue opening for as. regional
iebber mid severed &winters.
A.:covets esteMisited by C. Job-
ber is fell vim* for entire region.
Distributers ere port Noe for 6-
10 beers weekly in their Wel
arse. Isceptiessel earnings in
betli cotegeries. investmeet
rewired, sectored. Write giving
Orme neinber-ter Neaten, Mu
32, Hawthorne, CA 10250
14 Want To Buv
GOOD USED combine.
Call 492-8225.,
WANT TO BUY one acre











15 Articies For Sale









worth $20,000. Will sell in




12" woofer. $75 Pair.
Phone 436-2430 or 753-
5058.
SALE - Chain Saw
chains, 34" or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.




















what-not stand. 50 ft.










stove. Call Otto Chester,
435-4128, Lynn Grove.
ALUMINUM STORM






sea Rua Mead hellos Semi
SALE - WOOD
HEATERS, brick lined,




$189.95, $199.95. Wallin _
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
















dark green vinyl, very
good condition. $50.00.
Call 436-2448.
TWO PIECE brown living
room suite. In good
condition. Call 753-2791
or 753-2233.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest„ Rent electric
shampooer. Big _K, Bel
Aire ShoPPitig Center.
ASP WAIT blacktop
patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple St.
G. E. RANGE, $641.
Refrigerator, $85. Good
condition. Call after 5,
753-9846.
a.














































































Robes to Match Reg 18.95
1/ Vacuum CIP3ners
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple






Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully




FOR ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two




10 SPEED bicycle. Like




^ clubs Betty Jameson
model. 5 irons - 3 woods.
Used only one summer.
Call 247-5443 or 4913-8291
after 5:00.
SHOT GUNS, pump and
automatic. 14" chrome
wheel and tires, F-78.
Call 753-0655.
22 Muslcal
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.




FOR SALE - Electric
Fender guitar. Call 753-
6379.
The Men's Store
901 Coldwater Rd Open 6:00 fri.











R e q , „o$1495
All Dress, 3 Piece Vested
Suits
Reg 585 & $95 Now
Denim
Jackets















The Murray Board of Education will accept bids for
a Soundy System for the Murray High School Gym-
nasium until Thursday, December 9, at 12:00 Noon.
Bid forms and specifications are available at the Of-
fice of the Board, 814 Poplar, Murray, Kentucky.
LITTLE RED
' HOUSE OF CRAFTS
Through December our new hours will be 9:30 a.
m. to 9:00 p. m. weekdays, including Mondays.





PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the



















made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.









Wurlitzer Organ 555 
Wurlitzer Organ, used 
Wurlitzer Piano (ea) 
Electric Piano, used 
TV's and STEREOS
21" B/W TV 
23" Color portable 
25" Color TV slOw
24" Magnavox Color TV  s18"









Chestnut St. 0,xtelcind Center Murray, Ky.
SALE - TIMEX wat-











oak cabinet. $160. Call
753-6153.
27 Mobile Home Sates




mobile home, 12 x 60, 2
bedroom, central heat
and air, fully furnished:
and carpeted. Also 8x 10
metal storage building.
Call 753-2961 after 6 p.m.




for $3,900. Call 753-2328
or 753-4732.
29. Mobile tiJme Rentals
THREE BEDROOM




mobile home spaces for





31. Want To Rent
COUPLE WOULD like to
rent a lot for trailer in




WANTED, TWO or three









36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE -
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call SIXTEEN ACRES for
753-5881. sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Ken-
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft.
frontage on county road_






"JUNK) JUNK, JUNK , JUNK - "
37. livestock Supplies
GENTLE PONY mare, 4
years old with Yearling
colt. $50.00 for both.




From 6 to 21 months old.
Also cows and calves.





tiny Toy Poodle. Call


















FOR SALE - 80 acres,




TWO ACRES OF land





new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 baths, family
room. Has lovely
cabinets, all built-ins,
central gas heat and
central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
FOR SALE - good older
frame house on five
acres of land, 3
bedrooms, 1 large bath
and good well, has
carport and one out-
building. This 5 acre
tract has over 3 acres
tendable and is fenced.
Located 4 miles from
Murray in cherry
Corner Community on
blacktop road. Priced to
sell at $14,500. Call 753-
6072 or 753-5159 after
5:00.
" 75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This







Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,




phone us at K OP-
PERUD REALTY, 753
1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
property.
37 livestock Supplies,
PIGS FOR SALE. Call




REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
93 ACRE FARM lcated in •
southwest part of county
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
Farm could also be used









bedroom, 2b2 bath brick.
home in Gatesbornugh
with central gas heat,
central electric air,






closets. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate.
SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre
lot heated and air
compressor. Call 753-
/370.
FOR ALL YOUR in-






your leader in sales for
1976 needs sour listings.
Call 753-1651. if you are
interested in gelling
your property.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick home on 100 x 150
ft. lot. More land
available if wanted.
$27.500. Call 753-8500.
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway 280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 753-
2204 after 2 p m.
THREE BEDROOM
"rick home with 1"




Located 6 miles West of
Murray on 2 acres of
land with new storage
building, small pond and
stable for: Virses. Call
43t-4566.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
(with 600 Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
64; Three bedrooms,
1 b2 bath; full basement
with kitchen. gas central
heat And air, 40' x 80'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
47 MitJo.wcle
1975 550 HONDA, with
windjammer, 4500
actual miles, A-1 shape,
$1,000 Firm. Call 436-
2590.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 FORD, pickup truck,
F-100, V-8, automatic,
$2,800.00. Call 753-7061
between 9 and 5.
DODGE POWER wagpn.
Four wheel drive: 1973




street herni engine, 4
speed transmission,
Daina Super 60 rear end
and more extras. For a
real deal call 753-6564.
1971 SILVER GREMLIN
X. Really nice. $1180.
Call 436-2502.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1974 V.W. Super Beetle,




White with blue vinyl
roof: $1050 or best offer.
Call after 5, 753-8965.
1973 FORD um, 2 door,
vinyl top, AM-FM radio.
full power, 23 channel C.
B. $2195 or best offer:.
Call after 6 p.m. 435-
4524.
1974 ONE TON Ford
Wrecker. 16,000 miles.
Air condition. Power
brakes. 440 homes with
dollies and air tank. Call
527-9502 Benton, Ky.
1970 NOVA, 2 door, 6
cylinder. Good con-
dition. New tires. Call
489-2648 after 4p. m.
1972 JEEP COMMANDO,
4 wheel ,drive. V-8
automatic, power
steering. Will trade-for
pickup or van. Call 753-
51 Scsi, es Otfe,ea
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,











home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing













WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and






doors, paver tile and






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.




hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343.
ELECTROLUX SALES
7975. and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.1974 FOUR WHEEL
DRIVE Chevrolet
pickup. Power brakes
and steering. Air con-
dition. Tilt wheel. Big
tires and wheels. Extra
nice. $3500. Call 753-6779
or 753-4487.
1970 LTD, power steering,
power brakes, 351 V-8,
automatic. In good
condition. $700. Call 753-
7930 after 5 p. m.
1972 V. W. FOR SALE.
Red. In good codnition.










FM, vinyl roof. Call 753-
0738.
1966 CHEVY II, white, 327
automatic. Call 753-7461
after 5. Must sell:
1971 KINGS WOOD station
wagon, Chevrolet. Take
over payment, $52 a
month. Call 436-5855.
1967 OLDSMOBILE, air,




tires. $2250. Call 753-
4147.
1966 CORVAIR Monza, 4
door, good condition.
One owner car. Call 753-
2424 after 5,753-3557.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.





of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water

















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling




and interior, new and
old work, with years of




Three bull doiiers to
serve- you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 751-1959 or










days a week, would
prefer 6 hours a day.
Have references. Call
753-7694 or 753-7282.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.




for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass




DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-6569.
WILL DO inside or out-




Dozer, gravel and dirt.
Call 474-8854, 527-1969, or
527-1315.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.



















Repairing, siding or any
type of repair work on
house. Call 753-5743 or
753-4706.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE





Is eihmi "411t4lpserair soft'
dUM =put' as •
EASILY-
3$ pound palatal pow
nano Ion all tite won
-EFFECTIVELY-
cleans 'miss ent .CW0,11
Jtli deep Paw C1,1 and




I fraction ol IS, cost
l0017 SAVE UP 10
125 3. nit now
Ak)
Rest for 'sty $12 00. day
Nil-Air Deese Sten
111.144 Cr*" 711 Mt
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job




work needs call John







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
54.Free Column
FREE - TWO black





Saturday, December ilth at 1:00 at our
Auction Mart in Xuttawa, Ky.
23 LONG GUNS including:
'1 complete set of model 12 Winchesters, 12, 16, 20
410 and rifle, Fulton 20 gauge double barrel ham-
merless, Laclede 12 gauge double barrel with
hammers, New Stevens model 311C double
barrel hammerless, W. Richards, 10 gauge
double barrel with hammers, Remington 12
gauge automatic, Stevens 620 pump, Higgins
model 31, 22 automatic, Higgins model 583 12
gauge bolt action, Japanese bolt action deer gun,
Remington 22 automatic, Harrington and
Richards 16 gauge folding Ithaca 12 gauge piimp,
Winchester 1897 model pump, Remington model
II, 12 gauge automatic, Stevens 22, Long Tom
Muzzle loading Kentucky rifle, a very rare and
unique 16 gauge single barrel, New Mossberg 12
gauge pump.
UTSOLS
H&R 922, Colt police 38. England 44, Browning 22
automatic, Pearl handle 22 from Italy, AStro22, 1
gold plated pearl handle Colt revolver, a collec-
tors item.
GUNS will sell promptly at 1:00
Many other items including: 3 old watches made
by Elgin Watch Co., dinner bell. old ox yoke, Sold
clocks, mini curio cabinet, fern stand, collectors
wall cabinet, sleigh bells, and many other items
that will be brought in.
Inspection: Sale day only after 10 a ni
Sale by
Thomas White &
Sons Auction & Realty







5425.00 op, floored, reedy to 'se Ofre used 5116 end 21
verieirs sivis in ',lick In old prices. Buy the best
f CUSTOM BUILT PORTAILE BUILDINGS Ysi 0954
FOR SALE
1976 Olds-Cutlas.s Salon, very good condition.
fully loaded, air condition, power steering,.
power brakes, 350 V-8. autignatic transmission,
AM-FM stereo, tilt wheel, cruise rontrol."-Front
bucket seats and console, vinyl roof, rear win-
dow def4gger, power windows and locks, radial'
- --tires, remote control mirror; etc $4,800. Call 474-
2211. Hoodtri*after 4700 or lea ve rriessage.
•
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Deaths and Funerals 1 Teachers In Jefferson County
Services Wednesday
For Charlie Adams
The funeral for Charlie B.
Adams will be held Wed-
nesday at 1:30 p. m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, where he was a
member, with the Rev.
Norman Culpepper, the Rev.
Terry Sills, and the Rev.
Lawson Williamson of-
ficiating.
Gus Robertson, Jr., will sing
a solo and also direct the
Sinking Spring Church Choir.'
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the
arrangethents by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after
three p. m. today ( Tuesday ).
Mr. Adams, age 78, died
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He served as a
member of the Kentucky State
Police and also of the Ken-
tucky Alcoholic BevrAge
Control Unit. Born' Fe%ry
10, 1898, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late
Thomas Adams and Betty
Haneline Adams.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lillian Stephens
Adams, Murray Route Seven;
two daughters, Mrs. Alton
(Velma) Paschall, Murray
Route Seven, and Mrs. Betty




For James T. Hall
The funeral for James T.
Hall will be held Wednesday at
eleven a. m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funerill
Home. Burial will be, in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Hall, age 61, died
Saturday at a hospital in
Marietta, Ga. Born July 25,
1915, in Henry County, Tenn.,
he was the son of the late
Richard J. Hall and Lucy
Richardson Hall.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Vivian Harris Hall, 1896.
Brandywine, Atlanta, Ga.;
two sisters, Mrs. John C-.
(Nell). Vickery of Marietta,
Ga., and Mrs. J. Melton
lizabeth) Marshall of
Hazel.
Mrs. Tharpe Dies Rites Wednesday
At Hospital Here; At Local Chapel
Rites Held Sunday
Funeral services for Mrs.
Blanche Tharpe of Hazel were
held Sunday at two p. m. at
Pleasant View Baptist
Church, Sharon, Tenn., with
the Rev. Sam Bigham of
Trezevant, Tenn., officiating.
Burial was in the Sharon
Cemetery.
Mrs. Tharpe, age 83, died
Friday afternoon at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was married
February 28, 1914, to Pepie
Tharpe who preceded her in
death on May 20, 1955.
The deceased was a
member of the Pleasant View
Baptist Church. Born June 15,
1893, in Henry County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of the
late Hill and Clara Clark
Hayes.
Mrs. Tharpe is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Pauline
Pitman of Hazel and Mrs.
Evelyn Ellis of Milwaukee,
Wis.; four sons, Willie Harris
Tharpe of Murray, William T.
Tharpe of Sharon, Tenn.,
Curtis L. Tharpe of Tip-
tonville, Tenn., and George
Tharpe of Chicago, Ill.; one
sister, Mrs. Lula Rhode of
Paducah; two brothers,
Robert Hayes of Paducah and





Federal State Market News Service'
November 30,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report [deludes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts • Act. 590 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady -mostly 25 lower Sows fulls
steady
US 1-2 200-2301bs $34 50-3475
US 1-3 200-240 lbs  634.00-34.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs . $33.00-34.00
US 3-4 260-280Ibs  63100-33.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US-9-3 300450 lbs
US-1-3 450-650 lbs







Kentiicky—rake, 7 a. m.
354.1, up 0.1.
Below dam 303.0, up 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
up 0.2.
Below dam 305.4, up 2.1.
Sunset 4:41. Sunrise 6:50.
Moon sets Tuesday 1:11 a.
m., rises Tuesday 1:18 p. m.
for Mr. Carraway
Final rites for Delmon
Carraway, age 60, formerly of
Calloway County, will be held
Wednesday at three p. m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Bro.
Tipton Wilcox officiating.
Pallbearers will be Tommy
Carraway, Loyd Hasty, Tracy
Carpenter, Robert (Bob)
Johnson, Steve Johnson, Tim
Johnson, Fred Workman, and
L. D. Workman. Burial will be
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
today (Tuesday).
Mr. Carraway died Thur-
sday noon at Albuquerque,
N. M., where he and his wife,
the former Mary McNeely,
had resided for only a short
time after moving from
Madison Heights, Mich.
He is survived by his wife,
Mary, son, Jimmy D.
Carraway and grandson,
Jason Carraway, San Fran-
cisco, Calif.; three sisters,
Mrs. Euin Hale of Graham-
ville, Mrs. Harmon Farmer of
Memphis, Term., and Mrs.
Lonzo Downjng of Shelbyville,






Rights" will be the topic
discussed at the United
Campus Ministry luncheon
this Wednesday.
Appearing on a panel will be
participants in the Tuesday
afternoon workshop on
Medical Ethics, which is
jointly sponsored by the MSU
Pre-Med Society, the MSU
Chapter of the Kentucky
Association of Nursing
Students, the Office of Con-
tinuing Education at Murray
State University, and the
United Campus Ministry.
.The Wednesday luncheons
are held from 12:30 to 1:20.
each Wednesday and are open
to the public. Cost of the meal
is $1.25.
Go On Strike This Morning
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Teachers in Jefferson County
went on strike early this
morning, threatening to keep
the nation's 18th largest school
system closed until they have
a new contract.
Negotiations between the
county Board of Education
and the Jefferson County
Teachers Association (JCTA
broke off at 5 a.m., with both
sides expressing pessimism at
the possibility of a quick
settlement.
*lasses for the 110,000
children in the system were
cancelled today. Supt. Ernest
Grayson said there "will be no
classes today or any other day
until further notice."
However, Grayson did ask
supervisory personnel to
report to the schools.
pespite single-digit tem-
peratures, small clusters of
teachers began gathering at
schools, bus depots and other
school-related facilities
around 5 a.m., police and
JCTA officials said. Police
said they had not received any
reports of incidents.
Don Dickerson, a consultant
from -the..-National Education
Association, said that all
school employes would be
asked to observe the picket
lines.
Grayson, saying that he was
"disheartened" that the JCTA
had rejected the board's "last
and final" offer, said that
schools would be closed "to
insure the safety of the
children."
Just after the midnight
deadline, June Lee, president
of the 4,500 member
organization, told reporters
"it's 12:10 and the JCTA is
officially on 4strike at this
time."
Altogether, there are 5,860
teachers in the system.
School officials would not
comment on what course of
action they might take to halt
the strike, which appears to be
illegal in viewfvf Kentucky
Supreme Court decisions that
prohibit public employes from
striking.
A* permanent injunction.
barring teacher strikes in
Jefferson County, obtained six
years ago when the teachers
STOCK MARIE
Pr ices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublejn Inc 41,. -4.Gir gpoel-al McDonalds Corp 56 uncg _C,A.Fcgq• • • - • - • • - .Ponderosa Systems 6' uncKimberly Clark 41N -NUnion Carbide W. R. Grace General Elec. Texaco Georgia Pile& -
Pfizer 26 -44





Kirsch  16,4 -"4
Disney 433





















Prices of stocks of local interest at
nom today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Industrial Avg -I 66
Airco 77S unc
Amer. Motors 344 unc
Ashland Oil 29'. -,1
AT&T 61'. -,.
54'. 4.
Gm. Dynamics 53.. -,ii
Gen. Motors 71.4 - L.
Gen, Tire 25,.
Goodrich 26 -1.
Gulf Oil 27". -,4
Pennwalt 29'. -L4
Quaker Oats W. -4.
Republic Steel 30". -..
Singer - 16'. unc
Tappan . . . 9 unc




Planned By All Units
The annual Woodmen of the
World Christmas Dinner for
all Murray Units will be held
Thursday, December 2, at 6:30
p. m. at the WOW Hall, Third
and Maple Streets, Murray.
Entertainment will be by
the Rangers and Rangerettes.
A joint installation of officers
will be held.
All food will be furnished by
Woodmen Units, and all
members and their families




. The Wranglers, Riding Club
will have a special called
074,• business meeting on Thur-
sday, December 2, at seven p.
m. at the Calloway County
Court House.
New officers for 1977 will be
elected and all members are
urged to attend this important
business meeting, a club
spokesman said. .
last struck, is still in effect.
Some progress was made
Monday in reducing the gap
between the parties, who have
been aided by a federal




over the weekend, the JCTA
and the board were reported
to be about $15 million apart.
Later in the day, however,
Milburn Maupin, a member of
the school system's
negotiating team, said thegap
had been closed to about $2.7
million.
By the time the negotiating
deadline was reached, Mrs.
Lee and Grayson said that the
parties were separated by $1.5
million.
Teachers with bachelors
degrees start at $3,380 a year.
The board said that the JC-
TA's proposal for starting
salaries of $10,000 would cost
the system $23 million.
On Sunday night, the board
announced that by tapping
every possible source of funds
it could offer PA million for
raises and extra duty pay and
for reducing class size.
However, the availability of
$1.7 million of the board's
financing package was placed
in doubt Monday when U.S.
District Court Judge James F.
Gordon angrily denied reports
that he had told Grayson he
would rule favorably on a
school board suit against the
state of Kentucky.
Gordon removed himself
from the case, saying in a
terse statement that "the
most charitable thing I can
say about Supt. Grayson is he
should have his hearing
checked. No federal judge in
the country would make such




BEHEA, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky State Police say the
pilot Who safely landed his
single-engine private airplane
on'the median of Interstate 75
near here was either lucky or
"darn good."
The plane, with four
passengers aboard, landed
unexpectedly about six miles
?south of this eastern Kentucky
city Monday afternoon, police
said. The flight originated in
Georgia.
The pilot, who told police
that the plane's engine failed,
was identified as Alan F.
Beckman, 32, or Paw Paw,
Mich. Three other persons —
Beckman's wife and two of her
sisters — were passengers.
No injuries were reported.
The Near East is the birth-
place of three major religions,
Judaism, Islam and Christian-
ity.
CV
The case involved a Ken-
tucky law which denied state
transportation funds for the
busing of pupils beyond their
nearest school for
desegregation purposes.
Gordon, the architect of a
massive busing program
involving Jefferson County
and Louisville, ruled the law
unconstitutional.
School officials and others
have linked the school
system's financial problems
with the cost of busing.
Contacted early this mor-
ning, Robert DePrez, an
antibusing leader in Jefferson
County, said he thought "the
cost of busing linked with the
situation here made for the
inevitability of a strike."
Referring to the teachers,
DePrez added, "This is just
another segment of the people
that's learning about the
problems of busing.
Plane Crash Epds Promising
Carer Of Dominic Lapera
By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
With his new invention,
Dominic Lapera could have
reached easy street in a
matter of months. But Lapera,
his wife and two of his children
were killed in the crash of
their private plane at
Bluegrass Field here.
"He was really a genius,"
one of his close friends said.
"He and his brother had
opened a plant in Chicago, but
were planning to move it
either to Lexington or
Somerset in the near future."
Lapera's invention was at
least partially a secret, but it
involved a gadget to be used in
automobiles to make hot
water to be used in making
coffee, soup or other snacks
while on the road.
Lapera, 40, his wife, 34, and
two of their children, Joyce 15,
and Beth, 9, were killed
instantly when their plane
crashed as Lapera tried to
land it Sunday night at the
airport here.
Two other children,
Anthony, 17, and Nancy, 6,
were in intensive care at St.
Joseph Hospital. Anthony was
listed in critical condition,
Nancy was said to be in
serious condition.
Fog and freezing rain
shrouded the airport's landing
strip as the Lapera plane, a
twin-engine Apache, dipped
toward the strip. Just a few
yards short, It hit an em-
bankment and crumpled.
Flying had been one of the
Lapera family's hobbies. The
parents also had been golfers
and all of the family used the
swimming pool in the back
yard of the fashionable, rather
new home here.
Until recently, Lapera had
been employed by Parker Seal
Co., as division manager of its
Winchester, Ky., plant until it
closed in April of last year.
He since was transferred to
Parker Seal's Des Plains,
plant and resigned there about
three months ago to go into
business with his brother.
The Lapera children were
all in school — Anthony at
Virginia Wesleyan College;
Joyce at Lexington Henry
Clay High School and the
younger girls at Dixie
Elementary School.
A few hours before the
crash, the plane had left the
Tallahassee, Fla., airport
bound for Lexington. Friends
said the family had used the
Thanksgiving holiday to tour
various areas of Florida.
Missing its landing pattern,
the plane hit about six feet
down a 50-foot embankment,
Investigators Re-Enter
Scotia Coal Mine
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Investigators have re-entered
the Scotia Coal Co.'s No. 1
mine in an effort to determine
the cause of two methane ;as
explosions that killed 26 men
last March.
Meanwhile, Ralph Dye, an
official with the Blue
Diamond Coal Co., which
owns Scotia, said represen-
tatives from the company and
the federal and state gover-
nments will meet today to
map out details for
"rehabilitating': the mine.
Frank Mann, an inspector
with the federal Mining
Enforcement and Safety
Administration, said Monday
by telephone from the site at
Oven Fork in southeastern
Kentucky that "we have some
technical people out of Pitt-
sburgh" looking for new clues
as to what triggered the blast.
However, he said it would
probably-be months before the
exact cause of the explosions
would be determined.
The bodies of the II victims
killed in the second ' blast
March 11 were removed NoV.
19 — eight months after they
died. The other 15 died in the
first blast two days earlier.
Some of the 20 men_ who
entered the mine Monay
went to the section from which
the 11 bodies were removed.
The rest went into other areas
of the pit — still sealed off
from the rest of the mine—to
try to determine what caused
the gas to build up to explosive
levels.
The methane_ concentration
in some sections of the mine is
still high, so men working in




Prices Rolled Back to 1969 Level
Boneless Catfish
Includes French Fries,
Hush Puppies & Slaw
Salad Bar 50 Extra With Anniversary Special.
This Special does not include Golden Check Book coupons.
This is our way of saying "Thank You" for your
past business.
—Special Good Wed., Thurs., Fri., Dec. 1-2 3 Only -
*nun ,ints
Hwy. 641 North Restaurant 753-4141
skipped up and came to rest
just short of the start of the
runway.
Lapera had been using
instruments in making the
landing because of overcast
weather with light freezing
drizzle and fog.
The Lexington Leader
quoted a pilot who had flown
the plane for Lapera as saying
it was not equipped with de-
icers on the leading edges of
the wings.
NOW WE ARE 50
NEW YORK (AP) — As
bears go, Winnie-The-Pooh, the
teddy with very little brain, is
rather old. He turned 50 this
year.
But since Pooh is fictional, he
realty is ageless. Pooh was
"'born" in 1926 when A.A.
Milne's children's book, "Win-
nie-The-Pooh," was published
simultaneously in Britain and
in the United States.
Milne, a British playwright,
drew inspiration for the book
from the antics of his son,
Christopher Robin Milne, and
his toy animals.
It and three others — "Now
We Are Six," "When We Were
Very Young," and "The House
At Pooh Corner" — were pub-
lished by F.P. Dutton between
1924 and 1928 and, according to
the publisher, have sold mil-
lions of copies over the years.
Memorial Day was first ob-
served officially May 30,1868,
on order of Gen. John Logan,
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